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Executive Summary

(U) Texas faces the full spectrum of threats, and the state’s vast size, geography, and large population present unique challenges to public safety and homeland security. Texas employs a systematic approach to detect, assess, and prioritize public safety threats within seven categories: terrorism, crime, motor vehicle crashes, natural disasters, public health threats, industrial accidents, and cyber threats.

(U) Due to the recent actions of lone offenders or small groups affiliated with or inspired by the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and other foreign terrorist organizations, we assess that the current terrorism threat to Texas is elevated. We recognize that ISIS has had considerable success in inspiring and inciting lone offenders to attack targets in the United States and other Western countries using simple yet effective tactics that are difficult to detect and disrupt. We expect this heightened threat to persist over at least the next year, due in part to the relatively high number of recent terrorism-related arrests and thwarted plots inside the US, and the prevalence and effectiveness of ISIS’s online recruitment and incitement messaging, as the organization is slowly defeated on the battlefield. We are especially concerned about the potential for terrorist infiltration across the US-Mexico border, particularly as foreign terrorist fighters depart Syria and Iraq and enter global migration flows. We are concerned about the challenges associated with the security vetting of Syrian war refugees or asylum seekers who are resettled in Texas – namely, that derogatory security information about individuals is inaccessible or nonexistent. We see a potential that these challenges may leave the state exposed to extremist actors who pose as authentic refugees, and who are determined to later commit violent acts.

(U) Other threats, such as those from violent domestic antigovernment extremists, remain concerning in light of standoffs with federal law enforcement in Oregon in 2014 and Nevada in early 2016, as well as a series of ambush murders of police officers.

(U) Crime threatens the public safety and liberty of all Texans in some way. The Texas Department of Public Safety’s (DPS) Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) program data for 2015 shows a 4.7 percent decrease of the major crime rate in Texas from 2014. This is positive for the safety and welfare of our citizens. Conversely, violent crimes in particular increased for the second year in a row. Texas’ UCR program includes seven index crimes: homicide, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny, and motor vehicle theft. What the index crime data does not currently account for are other crimes typically committed by criminal organizations that impact the security of Texas communities, such as human trafficking, drug trafficking, kidnapping, extortion, money laundering, and public corruption. Mexican cartels, human traffickers, street and transnational gangs, human smugglers, and high-threat criminals are all major criminal threats to Texas.

(U) Criminal organizations – including Mexican cartels and transnational gangs – and individual criminals engage in a wide range of illicit activities in Texas. Among the vilest crimes these organizations and other criminals engage in is the exploitation and trafficking of children and other vulnerable victims. Human trafficking is highly profitable, and is the fastest growing organized crime business in Texas. It involves the recruitment, harboring, transporting, or procurement of a person for labor or services involving involuntary servitude, slavery, or forced commercial sex acts. These crimes are also carried out and enabled by human smugglers, prostitution rings, manufacturers and consumers of child pornography, and sexual predators.

(U) All eight of the major Mexican cartels operate in Texas, and they have enlisted transnational and statewide gangs to support their drug and human smuggling and human trafficking operations on both sides of the border.
(U) Gangs continue to pose a significant public safety threat to Texas, and their propensity for violence and many kinds of criminal activity is persistent. While the greatest concentrations of gang activity tend to be in the larger metropolitan areas, gang members are also present in the surrounding suburbs, and in rural areas. Gang activity is especially prevalent in some of the counties adjacent to Mexico and along key smuggling corridors, since many Texas-based gangs are involved in cross-border trafficking.

(U) Motor vehicle crashes killed 3,520 people in Texas in 2015. In addition, the high volume of commercial motor vehicles on Texas’ roadways, including those that operate unsafely and violate the law, is a particular concern because of the increased potential for loss of life when large-mass commercial vehicles are involved in crashes.

(U) Texas faces an array of natural threats, including floods, hurricanes, wildfires, tornados, and drought, with more major disaster declarations than any other state in the nation. These disasters result in loss of life, damage to infrastructure, and billions of dollars in personal property damage and economic losses.

(U) Public health threats to Texas remain a significant concern, with emerging infectious diseases and other illnesses such as influenza and enteroviruses. In September 2014, a Texas hospital patient tested positive for the Ebola virus following his recent travel to West Africa, making him the first case diagnosed in the United States. Texas worked with public health professionals across the state to contain Ebola cases and prepare for other potential infections, but the virus’s emergence served as a reminder that foreign-borne diseases can be brought to Texas.

(U) Major industrial accidents constitute another potential threat to public safety, especially because of the large industrial base in Texas. The state’s vast size and economic importance contribute to the potential for severe consequences if any significant accidents occur.

(U) Since technology has become a target, a vulnerability, and a tool used by criminals and foreign governments, cyber threats continue to be a significant area of concern, and we are especially concerned about the potential consequences of a successful cyberattack on the state’s critical infrastructure.
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(U) The Texas Department of Public Safety collaborated with law enforcement, homeland security, and other government agencies across Texas and the United States in the production of this State Intelligence Estimate to serve as a high-level overview of the public safety threats to Texas. Their contributions were invaluable to developing an assessment of the main threats in Texas. This collaboration underscores the commitment among agencies across the state to share information, intelligence and capabilities to effectively address public safety threats across all jurisdictions and disciplines at all levels. We are grateful to the numerous agencies that contributed to this assessment.
State Intelligence Estimates

(U) To enhance the state’s ability to detect, assess, and prioritize threats to the safety and security of its citizens, the Texas Department of Public Safety implemented a State Intelligence Estimate process after consultation with the National Intelligence Council, based in part on the model of the National Intelligence Estimate.

(U) State Intelligence Estimates are multi-agency assessments on issues relating to homeland security and public safety in Texas. They serve as the most authoritative and comprehensive analyses of these issues, and they are designed to provide law enforcement and government officials with the most accurate evaluation of current information on a given topic. State Intelligence Estimates are intended to provide an assessment on the current status of an issue, but they may also include estimative conclusions that make forecasts about future developments and identify the implications for Texas.

(U) Unlike reports and assessments produced by an individual agency or center, State Intelligence Estimates draw on the information and expertise of multiple law enforcement and homeland security agencies across Texas. Such an approach is essential to developing a comprehensive assessment of issues that affect the state as a whole. By incorporating the perspectives and information from multiple agencies, the Texas Department of Public Safety is better able to produce assessments that support the development of proactive strategies and policies needed to address current and evolving threats to the state.
Introduction

(U) Proactive and preventive strategies require sufficient data and analysis to support tactical and strategic decision making at all levels in today’s rapidly evolving threat environment. Texas employs a systematic approach to detect, assess, and prioritize public safety threats within seven categories: terrorism, crime, natural disasters, motor vehicle crashes, public health, industrial accidents and cyber threats. Aligning threats within categories facilitates threat analysis and prioritization. Texas employs three risk variables that are commonly used in risk models: Probability, Vulnerability, and Consequence. These are used to assess the current or likely threat, in a formula that is expressed as Threat = Probability x Vulnerability x Consequence.

(U) In this standard model, Probability takes into account the frequency or likelihood that a harmful event or condition will occur. Vulnerability considers the extent to which the state is susceptible to a harmful event or condition. Consequence represents the impact that the harmful event or condition is likely to have on the state if it does occur. This threat assessment framework is particularly useful in delineating those threats that are high consequence and low probability from those that are more likely and that have comparatively moderate consequences. For example, the vulnerability of the Houston Ship Channel to a Category 4 or 5 hurricane is high and the consequences substantial, and even though the probability of it occurring is low based on historical trends, a comprehensive and well-rehearsed regional response plan is essential to minimizing the danger. This matrix represents the threat assessment process, though the report does not maintain scores for individual threats and threat categories.
Threat Overview

(U) Texas faces the full spectrum of threats and hazards. The globalization and convergence of crime and terrorism; an unsecure border with Mexico, powerful and ruthless Mexican cartels, violent transnational and statewide gangs, and serial criminals; worldwide terrorist organizations and lone-offenders; cyber intrusions and threats; the unpredictability of catastrophic natural disasters and pandemic diseases; the high loss of life from vehicle crashes; the large amount of nationally significant critical infrastructure in Texas, and the dramatic and continued increases in the state’s population – all of these factors have resulted in an asymmetric threat environment in our state that requires constant vigilance to minimize the danger to our citizens and their families.

Overlay Map of Texas on the Northeastern United States

(U) Texas has 29 ports of entry, 1,254 miles of international border with Mexico, 367 miles of coastline and over 267,000 square miles of landmass, making it larger than France and twice the size of Germany. It is larger than many US states combined. El Paso is closer to San Diego, California and Houston is closer to Tallahassee, Florida than El Paso and Houston are to one another.

(U) Texas is also demographically diverse, with a large population that is quickly growing. The state’s near 27.5 million residents are concentrated in large urban and suburban areas, but are also spread across vast rural areas. More than 7.1 million people live in the Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington metropolitan area, and 6.6 million in the Houston-Woodlands-Sugarland metropolitan area. At the other end of the spectrum, several Texas counties have small populations with fewer than 1,000 people. Texas’ vast distances create challenges with regard to communications and capabilities.

(U) Finally, Texas has a large and diversified economy, with a gross domestic product of more than $1.4 trillion. Texas accounts for significant volumes of international trade with Mexico and other nations. The state also plays a vital role in the nation’s agriculture, defense, and energy industrial activity. Some of these industries and associated facilities have been designated as nationally important critical infrastructure. Appendix 1 provides an overview of critical infrastructure sectors and their importance.
1. Terrorism

(U) We assess that the current terrorism threat to Texas is elevated in light of the relative frequency of recent attacks and thwarted plots in Europe and in the US, organized, supported, or inspired by the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and other foreign terrorist organizations. At issue is that ISIS and other terrorist groups, from afar, have succeeded in using various methods, including online propaganda and incitement messaging through social media, to inspire lone offenders and small groups to attack targets in the United States and in Europe. These inspired offenders, sometimes using the simple yet effective tactics laid out for them, are highly difficult to detect and disrupt. The incitement capability for such attacks was indicated, for instance, when two Arizona extremists, already considering various targets, noticed social media reporting about a “Draw the Prophet Mohammed” contest in Garland, Texas. In May 2015, two extremists drove to the Garland event and launched an attack at the contest location – as extremists abroad had been vigorously urging American ISIS loyalists to do. 1 2 3 A few months later, in San Bernardino, California, two local attackers killed 14 people after reportedly pledging allegiance to ISIS. 4 In June 2016, a lone offender in Florida, also likely inspired in part by the group, killed 49 people and wounded 53 others inside an Orlando nightclub. 5

(U) To assess the threat most accurately, we also consider the number of attacks that were attempted but thwarted, rather than merely the relative few that succeeded or the number of their victims. In the past two years, federal authorities have arrested more than 90 ISIS supporters inside the United States, and have broken up dozens of plots among them to commit violent acts inside the country. 6

(U) The group’s deployment of trained operatives for attacks outside of its territory in Syria and Iraq, particularly in Europe, is relatively new. The strategy appears to have intensified amid ISIS territorial losses in those countries due to oppositional military pressure. The group’s external multi-location attack strategy as it loses territory is of particular concern to the US by the continuing volume of ISIS-inspired or supported attacks and plots, have been attempted or carried out in France, France, Belgium, Germany, Turkey, at a café in Bangladesh frequented by international customers, in The Philippines, and elsewhere where loyalist affiliates have arisen. Additional terrorist attack plots have been foiled in Europe since July 2016, when another ISIS operative in France, supported by a cell, murdered 86 people, including two Texans, by driving a truck through crowds of people celebrating Bastille Day in Nice.

(U) The many attacks and thwarted plots in France, Belgium and in Germany underscore the persistent threat posed by returning foreign fighters in general. But those high-casualty European attacks also relied, seemingly for the first time, on the use of illegal migration and human smuggling tactics by which ISIS infiltrated the returning fighters into Europe-bound migration flows, which may hold implications for the US-Mexico border. 7 8

(U) Some of the operatives who carried out the 2015-2016 France and Belgium attacks reportedly were returning foreign terrorist fighters of French and Belgian citizenship who posed as illegal immigrant asylum seekers as they arrived at land borders. Also, a number of non-citizen migrant asylum seekers, rather than returning citizens, were involved in later attacks and plots. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 For example, European counterterrorism authorities arrested a Syrian refugee planning a bombing attack in Germany, 16 three Iraqi migrants in Switzerland 17 and several Afghan migrants in Italy in the midst of attack planning. 18 A Syrian asylum-seeking migrant ISIS sympathizer was shot dead after he attacked a Paris police station. 19 Among many other such cases of extremist migrants, a recent immigrant attacked people on a commuter train in Germany, where counterterrorism police reportedly identified at least 40 other migrant, border-crossing asylum seekers suspected of terrorism. 20
(U) Given how ISIS deployed operatives to their targets in European capitals via long-distance and illegal immigration methods, we recognize the potential that ISIS and other groups have noted the successful use of this tactic and would contemplate infiltrating operatives in the same manner across the Texas-Mexico border, possibly also posing as asylum seekers. We recognize that millions of migrants not associated with terrorism had overwhelmed European border controls in comparison. However, we note that human smugglers, working along established Latin American routes, have long transported Syrians, Iraqis, and other immigrants from countries where terrorist groups operate to our land border with Mexico, where they often seek asylum too. As well, migrants from countries with a known terrorism presence – known as “special interest aliens” (SIAs) – have included travelers from Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Lebanon, Egypt and many other “countries of interest” in the Middle East, North Africa and South Asia where terrorist groups are active. These immigrants sometimes seek asylum fraudulently at the Texas-Mexico border, as did the terrorist-immigrants upon reaching Europe.

(U) Our concern extends also to the issue of refugee resettlement and the thoroughness of vetting, given some past instances in which refugees from the Middle East region have been prosecuted inside the United States for terrorism. For example, in January 2016, Houston resident and Iraqi-born refugee Omar Faraj Saeed Al-Hardan was indicted on three felony offenses related to plans both to join ISIS overseas and also to bomb two Houston malls. Al-Hardan entered the US as a legal resettled refugee in November 2009 and was granted legal permanent resident status in August 2011.

(U) We expect the threat from ISIS-inspired homegrown violent extremists, returning foreign fighters, and external attack plots to persist over at least the next year as the terrorist organization suffers ongoing military defeats in Iraq. We reach this judgment due in part to the group’s ongoing external attack campaign, continuing online incitement messaging capability, and the movement of foreign fighters from ISIS-influenced terrorist redoubts outside of Iraq and Syria.

(U) We also recognize the persistent threat posed by al-Qaeda, its affiliates, and other foreign terrorist organizations, such as the Pakistani Taliban, which continue to articulate their aspirations to attack the US, particularly as al-Qaeda tries to strengthen its global networks as ISIS loses territory.

(U) Other threats, such as violent domestic extremists, also remain a concern, as evidenced by the July 2016 shootings of 20 Dallas and Baton Rouge law enforcement officers, as well as the November 2014 shooting attack on multiple targets in downtown Austin by a man who identified with a white supremacist ideology known as the “Phineas Priesthood.”

1.1 ISIS Contributing to Current Heightened Global Terrorism Threat

(U) We judge that the global threat of terrorism in Texas and the US has increased substantially over the past two years—attributable, in part, to ISIS’s June 2014 seizure of northern Iraq. This territory seizure afforded the terrorist organization protected human resources and revenue, a safe haven from which to plot attacks, and the narrative of an expanding caliphate. Despite the significant progress of various military efforts to shrink ISIS territory in Iraq, we judge that the group’s capacity to operate as a terrorist organization with global capabilities can continue for some time from other regional hubs in the Middle East, Africa, Afghanistan, and South Asia. This assessment is based on currently available data, intelligence and statements of heightened concern by senior leadership within the US Intelligence Community, including the following reporting:

- (U) Between October 2014 and July 2016, attacks attributed to ISIS outside of Syria and Iraq killed more than 1,200 people in approximately 17 countries.
• (U) Since 2014, there have been at least seven attacks attributed to ISIS-inspired terrorists in North America, with five in the US, including one in Texas. Attacks actually carried out include the June 2016 Orlando nightclub massacre and the January 2016 shooting of a Philadelphia police officer, both by men claiming to have acted on behalf of ISIS.  

• (U) The number of successful attacks stands in contrast to historically elevated numbers of US terrorism attack plots that were thwarted before they could be carried out, which indicates a more complete picture of the persistence of effort. In just the first half of 2016, law enforcement investigations have resulted in the arrests or indictments of at least 48 individuals in the United States in ISIS-related cases. The cases involve individuals plotting attacks; attempting to travel to join ISIS overseas; sending money, equipment and weapons to terrorists; falsifying statements to federal authorities; and failing to report a felony. Also, as of mid-2016, the FBI had nearly 1,000 open investigations across most of the US states.

• (U) In July 2016, FBI Director James Comey and CIA Director John Brennan warned that hundreds of terrorists will fan out to infiltrate Western Europe and the US to carry out attacks on a wider scale as ISIS is defeated in Syria and Iraq, and that efforts to that date had not reduced the group’s capability and global reach.

1.1.2 ISIS Inciting Lone Offender Attacks Through Social Media

(U) Some terrorist organizations have been particularly effective at using social media and online messaging to communicate with and inspire sympathizers around the world to attack Western targets. We assess that ISIS incitement propaganda – which includes videos, social media posts, and online magazines – likely has inspired sympathizers to engage in violent attacks on their own. ISIS’s ability to generate timely new propaganda has grown, resulting in the online publishing of hundreds of official ISIS products.  

Lone offender or small group attacks, often inspired at least in part by ISIS, pose substantial challenges for law enforcement to detect indicators of a pending attack. Many such attacks have involved limited visible pre-operational planning and communication and used simple tactics with readily available weapons – such as firearms, edged weapons and vehicles. Examples of apparently externally inspired attacks that went undetected over the past two years include:

• (U) The June 12, 2016 small-arms attack by a lone offender on an Orlando nightclub in which 49 people were killed and others were held hostage for hours before police killed the gunman. Officials said the gunman had been inspired in part by ISIS messaging.

• (U) The May 3, 2015 small arms attack by two radicalized individuals on a Garland, Texas Muhammad Art Exhibit & Contest event, amid social media calls for an attack on the event. Police killed the two gunmen as they began a firearms attack just outside the event.

• (U) The December 2, 2015 attack on county government personnel by a radicalized husband-wife team at the Inland Regional Center in San Bernardino, California, who killed 14 and wounded dozens before they were killed after a running gun battle. The attack occurred amid an extended ISIS social media incitement campaign for attacks on government workers of all kinds.

• (U) The January 14, 2015 arrest of an Ohio man for conspiring to kill a federal officer and attacking the US Capitol, following the suspect’s reposting of online statements supporting ISIS and video propaganda sympathizing with violent “jihad” on a social media account.
• (U) The October 22, 2014 attack by an Algerian-Canadian man at the National War Memorial in Ottawa, Canada, in which he shot and killed a Canadian soldier after ISIS propagandists called for retaliation in response to new Western airstrikes. The suspect was described as having converted to Islam and self-radicalized. This attack followed an incident two days earlier when a different radicalized Canadian national struck two Canadian soldiers with an automobile outside a military facility in Quebec, killing one soldier and wounding the other, a method expressly called for in ISIS social media incitement.

(U) In addition, sympathizers of these groups also regularly use social media and online forums to promote recent attacks and encourage new ones. Following the November 2015 Paris attacks, for instance, terrorist sympathizers used Twitter accounts to urge similar attacks on American cities. Further examples of post-attack messaging include:

• (U) An incitement campaign, including al-Qaeda’s *Inspire* magazine and many extremist social media forums, based on the September 2014 beheading of a co-worker in Moore, Oklahoma by a suspect who believed non-Muslim co-workers had religiously oppressed him. His Facebook page featured photos of a beheading in Syria, rebel fighters, and Quran verses justifying attacks.

• (U) *Inspire* magazine quoted and praised Mohammed Ali Brown, the Seattle suspect in the murder of four people in New Jersey and Washington State over several months in 2014. According to media reporting, the suspect shot random men at close range late at night in quiet locations, in retaliation for US foreign actions in which Muslims had been killed.

• (U) An issue of ISIS’s *DABIQ* magazine praised an October 2014 hatchet attack on a group of New York City police officers that left two officers wounded. The suspect reportedly was a self-radicalized convert to Islam who had posted comments on Facebook and YouTube supporting violent attacks inspired by terrorist groups like ISIS.

• (U) *Inspire* magazine commended the October 2014 hatchet attack on a Washington, D.C. police officer that took place one week after the New York City attack. In this case, the unidentified suspect swung a hatchet at a police officer and fled after a brief struggle.

1.1.3 Calls for “Assassination” Attacks Targeting Law Enforcement, Government, and Military Personnel, Religious Leaders, and High-Profile Civilians

(U) ISIS, other foreign terrorist organizations, and their sympathizers have singled out groups and individuals as desirable assassination targets. In the United States and other Western countries, these targets most often include news media, law enforcement, and military personnel, as well as government facilities and public places such as shopping centers. Given successful ISIS assassination operations abroad and the disrupted May 2015 attack in Garland, we are concerned about the influence of these messages and the potential for successful lone offender attacks on targets in Texas. Recently, propagandists have mentioned Texas and have released “kill lists” identifying Texas residents in their messaging, including:

• (U) In May 2016 via the messaging app Telegram, the pro-Islamic State hacking group United Cyber Caliphate posted a list of 1,543 names, personal addresses, and IP addresses belonging to Texas residents described as “most important crusaders in Texas” who are “wanted to be killed.” The message encouraged would-be attackers to “crush the cross” and “shoot them down.” Later “kill lists” containing the names of hundreds of Texas residents have been released as well.
• (U) In December 2014, *Inspire* magazine referenced Texas in a call for the state’s Muslim residents to conduct lone offender attacks. The publication identified Texas and eight other states for their significant Muslim populations, noting that “9000+ ‘Muslims’ are on active duty in the US Army.” Other states listed were California, New York, Illinois, New Jersey, Michigan, Virginia, Ohio, and Maryland.

(U) More generally, terrorist propagandists urge US-based sympathizers to attack targets of opportunity anywhere in the US, including in Texas. For example:

• (U) In January 2015, a pro-ISIS media group in an Islamist extremist forum that promoted attacks listed Dallas, Texas, among locations where “Cesium-131 poison spreads on your streets and train stations…” Other locations that were named included Boston, Virginia, Russia, and Amsterdam.

• (U) The Spring 2014 issue of *Inspire* magazine listed Houston and Dallas among desirable US cities to target.

• On February 21, 2015, the Somali-based al-Shabaab released a predominately English-language video highlighting the September 2013 terrorist attack on the Westgate Mall in Nairobi, Kenya. The video encouraged similar attacks on “American or Jewish-owned” shopping centers and districts.

• (U) On January 10, 2015, ISIS released a video via social networking sites reiterating the group’s encouragement of lone offender attacks in Western countries. The video highlighted excerpts from a September 2014 audio message attributed to an ISIS spokesman advocating for attacks against “soldiers, patrons, and troops…their police, security, and intelligence members.”

• (U) On January 14, 2015, a video released on the official Twitter account of an ISIS division praised the attacks on *Charlie Hebdo* magazine offices in Paris, France. The video showed three French-speaking fighters calling for additional attacks in Europe and the US. One fighter advised those unable to travel to ISIS territory, “If you see a police officer, kill him. Kill them all. Kill all of the infidels who persecute you.”

1.1.4 Travel of Foreign Terrorist Fighters and Sympathizers Poses an Additional Threat

(U) Mass-casualty attacks in Europe demonstrate that individuals who travel to battlefields in Syria, Iraq, or elsewhere in support of ISIS or other terrorist groups, and eventually return, present a threat to their countries of origin. These individuals are also a potential threat to other countries. On January 7, 2015, for instance, one of the two gunmen who killed 12 journalists at *Charlie Hebdo* magazine in Paris claimed to have acted on behalf of al-Qaeda in Yemen after returning to Europe.  

(U) Many of the estimated three dozen suspected ISIS extremists recently arrested in Europe, including at least seven involved in the Paris and Brussels attacks, reportedly had European citizenship when they joined ISIS and then returned as asylum seeking migrants to plot terrorist acts.  

(U) These developments raise concerns about ISIS fighters from the United States, Europe, or visa-waiver countries who could face relatively few obstacles to legal or illegal travel to the US. Methods of entering the US would include legal resettlement in Texas as poorly backgrounded refugees or, as a separate issue, the illegal exploitation by special interest alien migrants (SIAs) of established smuggling networks to travel through Latin America to the US-Mexico border.
Texas Residents Traveling to Join Foreign Terrorist Groups

Five Texas cases illustrate the prospect that still more Texas residents have joined or will try to join terrorist groups abroad, raising concerns that some will return with plans to cause harm. In January 2016, Houston resident and Iraqi-born refugee Omar Faraj Saeed Al-Hardan was indicted for planning to join ISIS and to bomb two Houston malls when his travel plans stalled. Al-Hardan, a legally resettled refugee who was granted legal permanent resident status in August 2011, reportedly began planning to join ISIL in May 2014 and made false statements to federal investigators regarding automatic weapons training he received overseas with ISIS. In addition, Al-Hardan maintained ties to al-Qaeda’s Syrian affiliate. In October, he pleaded guilty to providing material support to ISIS.

Mesquite resident Bilal Hamed Abood, an Iraqi-born naturalized US citizen, succeeded in traveling to a rebel group in Syria and returning to the state. The FBI arrested Abood in May 2015 for lying about initial plans to travel to Syria in 2013 to join rebel fighters. At D/FW International Airport, homeland security authorities refused to let Abood board his overseas flight. But a short time later, in April 2013, Abood found his way there by departing through Mexico.

After his September 2013 return, Abood told the FBI that he spent time in Syria with a rebel group not banned under US law, and that he did not support the banned terrorist group ISIS. However, the FBI later learned from a search warrant on Abood’s computer that he wanted to “help build the Islamic State of Iraq” and that he had pledged an oath to ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. The FBI finally arrested Abood for the original lie he told in 2013 at the D/FW airport.

In May 2015, the FBI arrested Spring, Texas, resident Asher Abid Khan after a lengthy investigation during which he traveled as far as Turkey on his way to join ISIS. Khan allegedly was hoping to die a martyr fighting with ISIS but was arrested after he was tricked into returning to Texas by reports that his mother was gravely ill. A Texas associate of Khan’s, described as a “Mexican convert,” succeeded in joining ISIS in fighting.

The Abood, Khan, and Al-Hardan cases are on the most recent examples involving Texans wanting to join extremists in fighting abroad. Back in June 2014, the FBI arrested Austin-area resident Michael Todd Wolfe for planning to join ISIS and Rahatul Ashikim Khan, who at one point hoped to join al-Shabaab in Somalia.

Of those who succeeded in traveling overseas, several have died in operations, including Moner Abu-Salha, a resident of Florida who was reportedly radicalized and funded in Texas. We assess that the threat of legal or illegal returns will remain elevated, given the high rate of foreign fighter travel to Syria, which exceeds the rate of travelers who went to Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iraq, Yemen, or Somalia at any point in the last 20 years and the fact that:

- The current conflict in Syria has drawn nearly 40,000 foreign fighters from more than 120 countries, many of whom have joined ISIS. As of April 2016, these included at least 6,900 fighters from Western countries, of whom more than 1,000 have returned to the UK, France, Germany, and Belgium.
- Approximately 250 Americans, including numerous Texas residents, have been involved in various stages of travel to Syria, including those who attempted but did not go, those who went and fought, those who died, and a small number who returned to the US.
(U) US-based Aspiring Foreign Terrorist Fighters Exiting Through Mexico

(U) In recent years, US and Canadian law enforcement have greatly expanded a campaign to detect and interdict Americans seeking to join ISIS and other US-designated terrorist groups abroad. One key tool is the use of the US No-Fly List, which prevents airline travel to or from US territory. Adapting to defeat the No-Fly List, however, at least 13 known aspiring foreign terrorist fighters since 2012 have crossed or planned to cross the US-Mexico border in transit to join foreign terrorist organizations in Iraq, Syria, Somalia and Pakistan. Most of the aspiring fighters knew they were on the No-Fly List and under FBI investigation when they sought to reach conflict zones through Mexico, four of them successfully. Mexico does not collaborate with No-Fly List enforcement to the extent that Canada does. The instances in which aspiring foreign terrorist fighters planned transit through Mexico, as well as analysis of the circumstances surrounding their travel, suggests that use of this tactic presents an opportunity for increasing numbers of aspiring foreign terrorist fighters to evade US interdiction efforts such as the No-Fly List. Among the cases:

- (U) On October 4, 2016, two Milwaukee, Wisconsin men were arrested near San Angelo, Texas on their way to Mexico as part of an alleged plan to join the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), an FBI criminal complaint alleged. Texas DPS troopers, local officers and FBI agents, who had been tracking the two as they traveled, arrested Islamic converts Jason Michael Ludke and Yosvany Pedilla-Conde, a Cuban national, on US Highway 87 in Tom Green County. The arrests occurred on the final leg of a car journey from Milwaukee to El Paso, where the men allegedly hoped to cross to Juarez, Mexico, and acquire fraudulent passports, possibly to fly from Brazil to reach ISIS in Raqqa, Syria, before traveling to Mosul, Iraq.

- (U) In April 2015, seven Minnesota men of Somali descent were arrested in San Diego and Minnesota for conspiring to go to fight with ISIS in Syria, by crossing the California-Mexico border. The men were arrested prior to carrying out the plan. According to a May 2015 federal indictment, the group discussed obtaining false Mexican passports from another friend already in Syria. The plan was to fly from Mexico to Turkey, and then travel into Syria.

- (U) In April 2015, after returning from Syria, Iraqi-born Mesquite, Texas resident Bilal Hamed Abood was arrested for lying to the FBI by claiming that he had not pledged allegiance to ISIS. Two years earlier, in April 2013, Abood crossed the Mexico land border, boarded a Mexican airline to Bogota, Colombia, and made his way to Syria, where he claims to have fought with the Free Syrian Army.

- (U) In October 2013, the US-born extremist Sinh Vinh Ngo Nguyen was arrested while attempting to cross into Mexico from California with airline tickets to Peshawar, Pakistan, where he was to train al-Qaeda fighters. Nguyen, who also went by the name Hasan Abu Omar Ghannoum, had previously traveled to Syria and fought for five months with the al-Qaeda-affiliated al-Nusra Front against the Syrian government.

- (U) In July 2012, Somali-born US citizen Liban Haji Mohamed drove from his home state of Virginia to the Texas-Mexico border, slipping past his FBI surveillance team along the way, and then crossing the border. He flew to Somalia from Mexico to join the terrorist group al-Shabaab, and was later placed on the FBI’s Most Wanted terrorist list. The transitional Somali government arrested him in March 2015.
1.2 Domestic Extremism

(U) We are not only concerned about extremists inspired by foreign groups and their online messaging capability. Typically distinct from religiously motivated terrorism, a variety of domestic anti-government groups and movements based in the US often invoke violence-motivating ideologies tied to political or social issues. Lawfully adhering to any political or philosophical ideology is constitutionally protected, and becomes subject to law enforcement interest only when attended by criminal behavior. Domestic ideologies that may occasionally motivate violence in Texas are diverse, ranging on the political spectrum from antigovernment “sovereign citizen” and militia extremists who reject government authority, to violent activism for environmental and animal protection causes. Our concern about the persistence of this threat is underscored by recent events.

- (U) In November 2015, a Houston area man was sentenced to 20 years in prison following convictions for a plot to rob armored cars and then use the proceeds to raise an armed group to attack mosques, police, and government personnel. Robert James Talbot Jr. was arrested following an eight-month undercover FBI investigation of his plans to recruit other anti-government individuals who would blow up government buildings, rob banks, and kill law enforcement officers.

- (U) On November 28, 2014, Texas resident Larry Steven McQuilliams mounted an active-shooter attack in downtown Austin, firing on the federal courthouse, Austin Police Department headquarters, a bank, and the Mexican Consulate General’s offices before he was shot dead. McQuilliams, who acted alone and caused no serious injuries, apparently associated himself with the “Phineas Priesthood,” an ideology that is sometimes associated with white supremacists, but has rarely inspired such violent acts. The ideology centers on a “leaderless resistance” concept by individuals who claim divine authority to commit murders, bank robberies and assaults against those perceived to be in violation of biblical laws.

- (U) In early October 2014, a corporate sign was vandalized and windows were shot out at the Mary Kay corporate office in Addison. Vandals spray painted “stop animal testing” on the company sign. Gunshots were also fired at the office building, striking and shattering windows near the entryway. An anonymous Internet forum post appeared on an Animal Liberation Front (ALF) site the following day, describing the attack and claiming it was motivated by Mary Kay’s decision to continue product sales in China, where mandatory animal testing of imported cosmetics occurs.
After Dallas and Baton Rouge: Threat to Law Enforcement

The July 2016 ambush-style attacks on law enforcement officers in Dallas and Baton Rouge, both perpetrated by lone extremists armed with rifles and handguns, killed or wounded 20 officers in apparent retaliation for perceived wrongful police killings of unarmed criminal suspects. The two attacks further raised concern about the targeting of officers by violent extremists. The Texas and Louisiana ambushes of police appear to have been part of a broader trend. Ambushes of police increased sharply since 2014.

Comprehensive data about the motivations behind all of the police ambushes are not yet widely available, in part because investigations are ongoing, or because suspects have not communicated publicly. However, a review of open source media and court reporting identifies a number of other police ambush attacks since December 2014 where motivations appeared, at least initially, to involve anti-police sentiment.

- On July 7, 2016, Lakeem Keon Scott of Bristol, Tennessee armed with an assault-style rifle and a handgun opened fire on a hotel and at motorists driving on a Tennessee highway as part of an alleged plot to draw police into an ambush. He killed a newspaper carrier driving in her car, and wounded another person working at the hotel. When police arrived, Scott opened fire at them, seriously wounding an officer before Scott was wounded in the return fire. Investigators alleged that Scott targeted officers in anger over recent events “involving black people and law enforcement officers in other parts of the country.”

- In August 2015, a man approached Deputy Sheriff Darren Goforth from behind at a gas station near Houston, shooting him once in the back of his head. Shannon Miles was later charged with firing 15 more shots into the fallen deputy. After the killing, Sheriff Ron Hickman stated that Miles allegedly had been motivated by anger with police for the recent killings of unarmed black suspects. An indictment stated that the motive was “retaliation” for Deputy Goforth’s “service and status” as an officer. Miles pled not guilty to capital murder charges, citing mental disorders, but a judge ruled that Miles is mentally competent.

- In December 2014, an assailant ambushed two New York City police officers while they sat in their parked patrol car in Brooklyn, killing them “execution-style.” The assailant, Ismaaiyl Brinsley, fled and later died of a self-inflicted gunshot. Brinsley had a lengthy criminal record, including 19 arrests. He vowed in a social media post to put “wings on pigs.” Some reports linked Brinsley to the Black Guerilla Family, a radical prison gang that had called for attacks on police earlier that month and has continued to plot attacks.

- In November 2014, authorities arrested and convicted two men for plotting to blow up a police station and the St. Louis Gateway Arch, and murder the police chief and a county prosecutor in Ferguson, Missouri. Olajuwon “Ali” Davis and Orlando Baldwin fraudulently acquired firearms and began conspiring with an undercover FBI informant to build an explosive device. In June 2015, Davis and Baldwin were each sentenced to 84 months in prison. Investigators stated that both men had been involved in anti-police protests.

In response to the threat, some law enforcement agencies have implemented paired patrols and increased security around police headquarters and government buildings, acquiring armored vehicles and posting officers armed with rifles outside station entrances.
2. Crime

(U) Crime threatens the public safety and liberty of all Texans in some way. The Texas Department of Public Safety’s Uniform Crime Reporting program data for 2015 shows a 4.7 percent decrease of the major crime rate in Texas from 2014. This is positive news overall for the safety and welfare of our citizens. Conversely, violent crimes increased for the second year. The program captures seven index crimes: homicide, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny, and vehicle theft.\textsuperscript{130}

(U) The number of violent crimes reported in Texas increased 3.7 percent from 2014 to 2015. For example, 1,314 murders were reported in 2015, as compared to 1,187 for 2014, a 10.7 percent increase. The index crime data does not currently account for other crimes typically committed by criminal organizations that also impact the security of Texas communities, such as human trafficking, drug trafficking, kidnapping, extortion, money laundering, public corruption, and the exploitation of juveniles for criminal activity. This section assesses some of those criminal threats.\textsuperscript{131}

2.1 Human Trafficking

(U) Individual criminals and criminal organizations – including Mexican cartels and transnational gangs – engage in a wide range of illicit activity in Texas. Among the vilest of their crimes is the exploitation and trafficking of children and other vulnerable victims. Such crimes are also carried out and enabled by human smugglers, prostitution rings and buyers of commercial sex, manufacturers and viewers of child pornography, and sexual predators. Regardless of who perpetrates them or why, we regard this criminal activity as especially heinous, as it subjects children and vulnerable victims to violence, extortion, forced labor, sexual assault, and prostitution.

(U) Human trafficking involves the transportation, enticement, recruitment, harboring, providing, or otherwise obtaining any person by any means for labor or services for the purpose of involuntary servitude, slavery, or forced commercial sex acts. In Texas, criminal organizations and individual criminals target male and female victims of different ages, nationalities, and socioeconomic classes.

(U) Estimates vary for the number of trafficking victims in Texas or the United States, and the available data is not comprehensive. These data limitations are due to several challenges, such as the under-reporting of trafficking to law enforcement, definitional differences or variations among agencies, and the use of varying criminal charges for crimes that are not trafficking per se, but initially involve trafficking.\textsuperscript{132} However, during the 2015 Texas Legislative Session, House Bill 2455 was passed, ordering all agencies conducting investigations of this nature “to promote uniformity in the collection and reporting of information relating to family violence, sexual assault, stalking, and human trafficking.”

2.1.1 Sex Trafficking and Compelling Prostitution

(U) Sex trafficking and compelling prostitution is defined as forcing victims into prostitution or commercial sex for the benefit of the trafficker and against the victims’ will; although force, fraud, or coercion do not have to be proven in the case of minors involved in either labor or commercial sex trafficking. Sex trafficking continues to be a problem around the world, including in Texas. It is the fastest-growing business of organized crime and the third-largest criminal enterprise in the world.\textsuperscript{133} Sex trafficking involves domestic and international victims, males and females, and children and adults.

(U) Traffickers are commonly referred to as “pimps.” They are typically in charge of luring, marketing, and transporting their victims to and from their meetings with customers.\textsuperscript{134} These individuals collaborate
to recruit, control, and advertise their victims, and then keep all revenue, in addition to using coercion, physically assault, and false affection to lure victims.

(U) Pimps and trafficking organizations use a variety of methods and means to target and recruit victims and to advertise the victims’ illegal sexual “services” to customers. Many traffickers rotate victims through various cities and locations and operate out of hotels or with little infrastructure.

(U) Sex traffickers in Texas target juvenile runaways, illegal aliens, and other vulnerable victims using force, fraud, and coercion to compel them into the sex trade. Often, victims are manipulated and controlled by traffickers to remain with them due to their emotional or financial dependency on the trafficker for food or housing, and traffickers may also restrict the victims’ access to communication with friends and family. Many traffickers physically and sexually assault their victims and threaten family members to deter victim escapes. These cases demonstrate some of the abuses:

- (U) In February 2016, four defendants in Houston were sentenced to federal prison for trafficking women and girls under 18. One woman, who is a legal permanent resident, was convicted of sex trafficking of a minor and harboring illegal aliens. A female legal permanent resident, a female naturalized US citizen, and a Cuban citizen pled guilty to engaging in sex trafficking of minors. From February 2012, the four defendants ran apartment brothels in which the victims were instructed to charge $40 per 15 minutes of commercial sex. The defendants knew their victims were illegal aliens in the US.\(^{135}\)

- (U) In December 2014, an adult male, an adult female, and a 14-year-old female were arrested for prostitution at a motel in Shreveport, Louisiana. The juvenile was a Texas runaway who traveled from Dallas with the male and female to engage in prostitution. The two adults were charged with human trafficking and marijuana possession.\(^{136}\)

(U) Traffickers seek out potential customers in classified Internet advertisements and on social networking websites.\(^{137}\) In other cases, trafficking victims are forced to seek out customers on the street, or use front businesses – such as bars, strip clubs, or massage parlors – to operate. For example, in May 2016, a man was sentenced to 100 months in federal prison for trafficking minors. From May 2011 to May 2012, the FBI and ICE alleged, the man used the Internet to recruit and promote three children for commercial sex in El Paso, Midland, Odessa, San Antonio, and Killeen.\(^{138}\)

(U) Sex traffickers routinely transport victims among multiple cities to expose them to new markets. This tactic makes law enforcement detection and interdiction more difficult, but can enable higher penalties for interstate trafficking. Large special events that attract large numbers of visitors to a city can prompt traffickers to travel there with their victims. From June to August 2015, the Texas Department of Public Safety investigated a man and woman from Flint, Michigan accused of trafficking girls by posting online “escort” advertisements. The defendants trafficked the minors in Austin and other Texas cities, as well as in Flint and Detroit. In May 2016, a federal jury in Austin found both defendants guilty of sex trafficking of a minor, and of interstate transportation of a minor with the intent to engage in prostitution.\(^{139}\)

(U) Sex trafficking operations have the potential to generate large and renewable profits, and some criminals reportedly consider sex trafficking and compelling prostitution to be more lucrative and lower risk than other criminal activity. Each organization or trafficker charges a different fee based on various factors including the sexual acts, length of time, location, and any special requests.

(U) We have limited information regarding the extent to which Mexican cartels are directly involved in sex trafficking operations in Texas. But because trafficking operations promise high profits, some state-based transnational gangs reportedly consider sex trafficking as a preferred, low-risk alternative to other...
criminal activities such as drug trafficking, robbery, and theft. Some Texas gangs and others elsewhere in the United States conduct sex trafficking with other kinds of criminal operations. Also, individual gang members have been known to work independent of gang leadership endorsement.

(U) **Houston Sex Trafficking and Smuggling Enterprise**

(U) In January 2016, a 68-year-old Houston woman was sentenced to life in federal prison for operating a 14-member sex trafficking ring over more than a dozen years, harboring illegal aliens and committing money laundering operations along the way. The ring generated more than $1.6 million over just one 19-month period by forcing women and girls to commit prostitution on an upper floor of a local cantina.

(U) Law enforcement rescued 12 young female victims, some as young as 14. All of them testified at trial that pimps recruited them in their home countries by convincing them that they were in love, then brought them illegally into the United States and forced them into prostitution. Victims and their families testified that they were threatened.

(U) All 13 co-defendants pled guilty to their respective roles in the conspiracy, with many admitting to working for the Houston cantina Las Palmas II. All the defendants knew that the cantina concealed, harbored, and shielded illegal aliens. Other co-defendants acknowledged that their roles involved investing proceeds from the enterprise into Houston-area real estate properties.

(U) Investigators discovered 15 real estate assets valued at $2.5 million, all of which will be seized by the federal government and used for restitution for the victims. The three-year investigation was a joint effort conducted by members of the Human Trafficking Rescue Alliance (HTRA), including the FBI, ICE Homeland Security Investigations, Harris County Sheriff’s Office, IRS, TABC, Department of State, Texas DPS, and Houston Police Department.

2.1.2 Labor Trafficking

(U) The Texas Penal Code defines forced labor as “labor or services, other than labor or services that constitute sexual conduct … performed or provided by another person and obtained through an actor’s use of force, fraud, or coercion.” Compared to other kinds of trafficking, limited reporting on labor trafficking in Texas is available. But the crime does occur in Texas. Forced labor victims who work behind closed doors at restaurants or other businesses can be largely invisible to the public and law enforcement, impeding the identification and detection of this crime. Also, victims can be reluctant to report their circumstances due to their immigration status and lack of awareness of labor laws.

(U) Labor traffickers often recruit, transport, and employ legal and illegal immigrants who they bring into the United States for the purpose of profiting on their forced labor and indentured servitude. Victims often come from developing countries around the world, but can include US citizens. Texas’ geography also increases its vulnerability to labor trafficking: it has large agricultural and travel industries, and legal and illegal foreign travel through airports, seaports, and land ports of entry.

(U) Labor traffickers in Texas have reportedly demanded that their victims work as long as 12 hours a day, 6-7 days per week, with either less than fair wages or none at all. In some cases, victims are kept in locked homes, brutally beaten, and forced to consume drugs that facilitate longer working hours.
In February 2016, a couple in Houston was sentenced to federal prison for operating an “employment agency” that placed illegal aliens as food service workers in Chinese/Asian restaurants. Victims were compelled to work 12-hour days, six days a week, and were not permitted tips, overtime pay, insurance, food safety training or health examinations. They were forced to live in unfavorable conditions. Eighteen workers, for example, were housed in a single 2,000-square-foot house. In January 2014, law enforcement arrested 32 individuals for a forced labor scheme in Beaumont, and charged them with conspiracies to transport, harbor, and encourage and induce aliens to live in the US.

2.2 Mexican Cartels

Mexican cartels constitute the greatest organized crime threat to Texas. These powerful and ruthless criminal organizations use military and terrorist tactics to battle each other and the government of Mexico for control over the lucrative US drug and human smuggling markets. They dominate the wholesale trafficking of illegal drugs along the Texas-Mexico border, producing or smuggling most of the illegal drugs to the US. The cartels also engage in other criminal activities beyond drug smuggling, including profiting from human smuggling, weapons and ammunition smuggling, extortion, kidnapping for ransom and robbery.

All eight of the major cartels operate in the state, moving drugs and people into the US, and transporting cash, weapons, and stolen vehicles back to Mexico. These include the Gulf Cartel (CDG), Los Zetas, Juarez Cartel, Sinaloa Cartel, Knights Templar, La Familia Michoacana, Cartel Jalisco Nueva Generacion and the Beltran Leyva Organization. Of these, the Gulf Cartel, Los Zetas, the Sinaloa Cartel, and the Juarez Cartel have the most extensive presence and influence throughout Texas. The following maps demonstrate areas known, through cases or intelligence sources, to have a presence or be used by cartels for transportation. The threat from Mexican cartels is particularly high due to their wide range of criminal activity in Mexico and in Texas. Cartel members and associates are involved in the cross-border smuggling of people, weapons, drugs, and currency. Their operations are either run directly by cartel members, or indirectly through affiliated criminal organizations that pay fees to transit across cartel territory.
(U) Cartel operatives and associates have engaged in home invasions and other acts of violence in Texas. These crimes are often aimed at recovering lost drug loads, intimidating or silencing rivals and witnesses, and retaliating against enemies. For example, in May 2016, two Mexican citizens were convicted of conspiracy to commit murder for hire and interstate stalking, while a third pled guilty before trial, for their roles in the 2013 murder of a Southlake, Texas attorney they shot and killed in his SUV. The victim was also a Mexican national and reportedly a former attorney for a leader of the Gulf Cartel. From 2011 through 2013, the three defendants traveled from Mexico to Southlake with the intent to kill the victim. They purchased and placed surveillance cameras around the victim’s neighborhood to track him and his family, in addition to placing tracking devices on their vehicles. While in the area, the defendants continually bought and rented new vehicles in order to avoid detection.\textsuperscript{146}

2.2.1 Drug Trafficking

(U) Mexican cartels directly supply illicit drugs to cities throughout the US and rely on US-based gangs to further distribute drugs. Mexican drug traffickers have increased production of heroin significantly and have probably increased methamphetamine production for the US market, according to the Worldwide Threat Assessment of the US Intelligence Community.\textsuperscript{147}

(U) Marijuana remains the most commonly used and most widely available illicit drug in the US. Marijuana continues to be smuggled from Mexico in large volumes, even though domestic production has increased.\textsuperscript{148} The majority of cocaine available in the US is produced in South America and smuggled across the Southwest Border. Despite the overall reported decrease in supply, cocaine remains widely available in US markets.\textsuperscript{149} Mexico-produced methamphetamine also is available in the US due to sustained production in Mexico. Large shipments are regularly seized at the Southwest Border. Heroin availability is increasing throughout the country, with National Seizure System data showing an 80 percent increase in seizures in the past five years.\textsuperscript{150} Seizures at the Southwest Border are also rising as Mexican cartels increase heroin production and transportation.
The table below shows the value of drugs seized in the 54 Operation Border Star counties with values from the Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP)...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Amount Seized (lbs.)</th>
<th>ONDCP 2012 Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana</td>
<td>12,249,567</td>
<td>$74,342,622,123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>107,497</td>
<td>$6,608,808,063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroin</td>
<td>5,263</td>
<td>$677,142,843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meth</td>
<td>22,885</td>
<td>$1,993,672,545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12,385,212</td>
<td>$83,622,245,574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cartels take advantage of the large volume of legitimate travel and trade between Texas and Mexico to camouflage their criminal activities. They use many kinds of vehicles, including stolen commercial vehicles, as well as legally registered commercial vehicles, for transporting contraband. And as drugs flow into the United States, cash flows out, with Mexican cartels laundering billions of dollars a year in associated proceeds.

Gang members associated with the Mexican cartels in the Rio Grande Valley use various tactics to evade law enforcement. For example, the Mexican cartels have deployed a substantial number of scouts to conduct around-the-clock surveillance of law enforcement at hotels, airports, restaurants, observation posts and on the river. More concerning is their willingness to use violence against law enforcement officers, as well as to engage in other evasion tactics – such as the deployment of spiked, tire-puncturing caltrops on public roads – which place officers and the public at risk, as in these instances:
• (U) In March 2016, the Texas Highway Patrol, US Border Patrol, and Escobares (Texas) Police Department were pursuing a vehicle transporting narcotics near Rio Grande City, Texas. During the pursuit, the suspect rammed the Escobares Police Department vehicle in an attempt to evade arrest. The driver was arrested, and the narcotics in the vehicle were seized.\textsuperscript{153}

• (U) In October 2015, US Border Patrol agents followed a vehicle suspected of containing narcotics near the Rio Grande River in Brownsville, Texas when a passenger inside the vehicle threw caltrops onto the roadway in an attempt to disable the Border Patrol vehicle. The suspect vehicle was later found abandoned with several hundred pounds of marijuana.\textsuperscript{154}

• (U) In July 2014, in Anzalduas, Texas, eight to 12 subjects from the Mexican side of the river threw rocks at a DPS shallow water boat that had been conducting deterrence operations along the Rio Grande River. One subject on a Jet Ski rammed the DPS boat as its crew was attempting to arrest another suspect in the river. Both subjects returned to Mexico, abandoning the Jet Ski.\textsuperscript{155}

2.3 Human Smuggling

(U) We judge that nearly all illegal aliens who illegally enter the United States make use of alien smuggling organizations (ASOs). These criminal organizations guide groups of illegal aliens across the border and through the Ports of Entry and, in many cases, continue to move them through a series of stash houses in the United States en route to a destination beyond the immediate border.

(U) Human smuggling along the US-Mexico border involves aliens voluntarily hiring ASOs to illegally transport them into or through the United States. This includes bringing illegal aliens into the country, as well as the unlawful transportation and harboring of aliens already in the United States. Although we refer to them as ASOs, many transnational criminal organizations involved in human smuggling also engage in other cross-border smuggling crimes, some of them involving violence.\textsuperscript{156}

(U) After smuggling groups of illegal aliens across the border, ASOs often move them through a series of human stash houses, which may occasionally be abandoned homes, ranch dwellings, business locations, storage sheds, warehouses, mobile homes, hotels, or apartments along routes through or to different cities. The length of stay in a stash house may range from a few hours to several weeks. Some stash houses are used by multiple ASOs.

\textit{(U) Mexican Cartel Control of Human Smuggling Along the Border}

(U) We judge that Mexican cartels control, facilitate, or benefit from nearly all human smuggling activity along the U.S.-Mexico border. The leaders and members of Los Zetas, the Gulf Cartel, the Juarez Cartel, and the Sinaloa Cartel command and control human smuggling operations or employ cartel operatives to manage or oversee human smuggling operations in their territory along the U.S.-Mexico border. In some cases, cartel members and associates participate in human smuggling operations, possibly independently of the orders or oversight of cartel leaders. Some cartel-ASO connections are indirect and are limited to ASOs being required to pay a cartel for operating in its territory.

(U) However, even given such indirect relationships, the cartels facilitate or benefit from the ASOs’ operations, and, in most cases, the cartels set rules on whether, how, or where ASOs may operate. We assess that the cartels have profited from the increase in illegal crossings in 2014 and 2015.
2.3.1 Apprehensions Remain High and Concentrated in the RGV

(U) The US-Mexico border has long been vulnerable to illegal entry between ports of entry. After trending downward for several years from a peak in FY2000, the number of illegal alien apprehensions along the border increased each year since FY2011, reaching 479,371 in FY2014, which represents the highest number since FY2009. Total apprehensions considerably decreased in 2015.\textsuperscript{157}

(U) Although apprehensions occur along the entire Southwest Border, they are currently most concentrated in South Texas, including the Rio Grande Valley sector of Texas. Following a peak in FY2014, the number of total apprehensions in the Rio Grande Valley has declined but remains high compared with previous years.

2.4 Gangs

(U) Gangs continue to represent a significant public safety threat to Texas, and their propensity for violence and other criminal activities remains constant. The Joint Crime Information Center uses a risk assessment matrix to compare and evaluate the threat posed by individual gangs at a statewide level. A matrix consisting of multiple factors is used in determining each gang’s threat potential. The factors are rated using a weighted, point-based system to achieve a composite score. This score provides a measurement of the overall threat level of each gang. Gangs with the highest score are deemed the most significant and are classified as Tier 1, with other significant gangs classified as Tier 2 and Tier 3. Considering that thousands of gangs have been identified in Texas, this threat assessment matrix is an essential tool in prioritizing which gangs pose the greatest threat on a statewide scale.

(U) The Tier 1 gangs in Texas for 2016 are Tango Blast and Tango cliques, Latin Kings, Texas Mexican Mafia, and Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13). These groups pose the greatest gang threat to Texas due to their relationships with Mexican cartels, high levels of transnational criminal activity, high levels of violence, and overall statewide presence.

\textbf{(U)} 2016 Statewide Gang Threat Levels
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(U) Gang activity remains widespread throughout all areas of Texas. While the greatest concentrations of gang activity tend to be in the larger metropolitan areas, gang members are also present in the surrounding suburban and rural areas. Gang activity is especially prevalent in the counties adjacent to Mexico and along key smuggling corridors, since many Texas-based gangs are involved in cross-border smuggling and trafficking. Many transnational gangs operating in Texas, such as Barrio Azteca and MS-13, engage in criminal activity in Mexico and elsewhere.

(U) Law enforcement agencies in Texas have identified thousands of individual gangs statewide, though it is unknown how many are active. These gangs range from small groups with limited geographic reach, to large organizations with thousands of members throughout Texas, the United States and Mexico.

(U) Gangs in Texas remain active in both human smuggling and human trafficking operations. Gang members associated with human smuggling maintain direct relationships with alien smuggling organizations (ASOs) and Mexican cartels, which were all involved in and profited from the 2014 influx of Central Americans crossing the border in the Rio Grande Valley. Gang members involved in human trafficking, including commercial sex trafficking and compelling prostitution of adults and minors, exploit their victims through force, fraud or coercion, including recruiting and grooming them with false promises of affection, employment, or a better life.

(U) Mexican cartels regularly use Texas gangs for the purposes of illicit cross-border smuggling. Members of Tier 1, Tier 2, and other gangs are sometimes recruited and tasked by cartels to carry out acts of violence in both Texas and Mexico. The relationships between certain gangs and cartels fluctuate based on cartel structures and cell alignments, gang alignment with specific cartels, threats or coercion, and familial ties.
(U) Increasing Threat from MS-13 in Texas

(U) Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13), whose members are known for highly violent crimes such as brutal murders and dismemberments, emerged as a top-tier gang threat in Texas in 2015. The increase of illegal alien gang members crossing the border into Texas among unaccompanied minors the previous year, along with reports of extremely violent murders committed by its members in the Houston area, positioned the gang as one of the state’s most significant gang threats.

(U) Although significant numbers of MS-13 members have been captured along the border, it is likely that many more have successfully crossed into Texas and remain hidden from law enforcement, most likely in cities with large Central American communities. Law enforcement agencies in Houston, for instance, report the highest number of identified MS-13 members in the state, followed by Dallas. Several recent crimes in Texas illustrate the criminal threat associated with MS-13:

- (U) In April 2016, two males from El Salvador were each sentenced to 35 years in federal prison for their roles in the murder of a 16-year-old whose body was discovered in the Sam Houston National Forest north of Houston. The men admitted to murdering the victim with a baseball bat and a machete, nearly decapitating him and mutilating his body on gang orders.

- (U) In June 2016, the alleged leader of a Houston area MS-13 clique was sentenced to 99 years for the murder of a 14-year-old student. The 23-year-old man ordered and participated in murdering the teen with a machete along with three other gang members, for the teen’s refusal to kill his own cousin in a gang ritual.

2.5 Criminal Arrests of Illegal Aliens in Texas

(U) According to DHS status indicators, over 207,000 criminal aliens have been booked into local Texas jails between June 1, 2011 and November 30, 2016. During their criminal careers, these criminal aliens were charged with more than 553,752 criminal offenses. Those arrests include 1,118 homicide charges; 65,965 assault charges; 16,186 burglary charges; 65,506 drug charges; 674 kidnapping charges; 39,354 theft charges; 43,309 obstructing police charges; 3,646 robbery charges; 5,827 sexual assault charges; and 8,283 weapons charges. Of the total criminal aliens arrested in that timeframe, over 138,000 or 66% were identified by DHS status as being in the US illegally at the time of their last arrest.

(U) According to DPS criminal history records, those criminal charges have thus far resulted in over 248,000 convictions including 462 homicide convictions; 24,680 assault convictions; 7,859 burglary convictions; 32,457 drug convictions; 226 kidnapping convictions; 17,833 theft convictions; 21,280 obstructing police convictions; 1,841 robbery convictions; 2,644 sexual assault convictions; and 3,456 weapons convictions. Of the convictions associated with criminal alien arrests, over 165,000 or 66% are associated with aliens who were identified by DHS status as being in the US illegally at the time of their last arrest.
(U) Threats to Schools

(U) The most precious resource in Texas is our children. In 2013-2014, there were 5.2 million children in Texas’ 8,571 public schools, and an additional 1.6 million students at over 250 campuses of higher education. Some students are transported daily on 40,612 buses, including 8,792 special-needs buses.

(U) Schools represent potential soft targets that are vulnerable to a range of threats. School shootings have been a topic of concern for law enforcement and homeland security for many years, as terrorists, criminals, and the mentally unstable have attacked schools in Texas, throughout the United States, and around the world, such as:

- (U) On June 1, 2016: An Indian-born Ph.D. student killed his former associate professor at the University of California, Los Angeles. At the time of the shooting, hundreds of students were attending classes in the Engineering IV building where the shooting took place. The gunman ultimately committed suicide prior to authorities apprehending him. A “kill list” that outlined other targets at the university was recovered after the crime.

- (U) On October 1, 2015: A man armed with several handguns opened fire in a classroom on the campus of Umpqua Community College near Roseburg, Oregon, killing nine people and wounding several others.

- (U) On April 2, 2015: Men armed with firearms and explosives attacked the campus of Garissa University College in Kenya, taking hostages and ultimately killing 147 people. The Somali terrorist group Al-Shabaab claimed responsibility for the attack.

- (U) On December 16, 2014: Six Taliban gunmen entered the Army Public School and Degree College in Peshawar, Pakistan, and stormed classrooms, shooting and killing students, many of whom were young children. Police arrived and exchanged gunfire with the gunmen, ultimately killing them. This tragic incident left at least 140 students dead, 80 in grades one through ten.

2.6 Public Corruption

(U) Public servants who engage in illegal activity or conspire with criminal organizations not only contribute to the furtherance of crime, they betray the public trust. In cases of law enforcement corruption, officers undermine the criminal justice system and turn a blind eye to the activities of criminal organizations. This form of corruption is especially of concern along the Texas-Mexico border, where corrupt public officials who permit traffickers to operate with impunity potentially allow drugs, people, weapons, and other unknown threats to enter the country.

(U) In particular, Mexican cartels are adept at corrupting law enforcement officers in Mexico, and they also seek to corrupt public officials in the United States. Since October 1, 2004, more than 140 Customs and Border Protection employees have been arrested or indicted for acts of corruption that justify persistent concern, such as drug and alien smuggling, money laundering, and conspiracy. For example:

- (U) In May 2016, a Border Patrol agent, an Edinburg police officer, and a former Houston police officer were among 15 individuals charged in a cocaine trafficking conspiracy as a result of the four-year “Operation Blue Shame” investigation. The defendants face charges of conspiracy to possess with intent to distribute cocaine, and other possession charges.
• (U) In February 2016, a Border Patrol agent was arraigned for his alleged connection to a cartel-related murder in Edinburg, Texas. The victim’s body was found decapitated and floating in the Laguna Madre, near South Padre Island, in March 2015. The man was murdered because he intended to go to the authorities about a Gulf Cartel-linked trafficking organization.  

• (U) In October 2015, federal authorities announced the arrest of a former DPS employee and one other subject in connection with a scheme to provide driver licenses to illegal aliens. According to the indictment, the defendants conspired from May 2013 to July 2015 to transfer driver licenses, knowing that such documents were produced without lawful authority.

• (U) In November 2014, a Border Patrol agent pled guilty to harboring illegal aliens at a residence in Laredo, Texas. For approximately one year, the agent was aware of the five illegal aliens who were living at the house, and of their illegal presence in the United States. He also admitted knowing that two of the individuals had previously been deported.  

• (U) In May 2014, former Hidalgo County Sheriff’s Office deputy Robert Ricardo Maldonado pled guilty to money laundering. From 2001 to November 2013, he transported currency derived from the distribution of narcotics to Chicago, Birmingham, and Detroit. He had been paid a percentage of the transported currency, and had bought various assets and properties.  

• (U) In April 2014, Jonathan Trevino, a Mission, Texas Police Department officer was sentenced to 17 years in prison for an elaborate drug conspiracy that took place while he was participating in the narcotics task force known as the Panama Drug Task Force Unit. Also sentenced was his partner and friend, Alexis Espinoza, a former Mission Police Department officer, as were 10 other officers.

• (U) In March 2014, in Hidalgo County, Texas, former Hidalgo County Sheriff Lupe Trevino was arrested and convicted on federal money laundering charges for accepting campaign contributions from a drug trafficker. Trevino’s chief of staff was also convicted in relation to the crime, while former Hidalgo County Sheriff’s Office Commander Jose Padilla was arrested for accepting bribes in exchange for confidential law enforcement information.
3. Motor Vehicle Crashes

(U) Ensuring the safe and efficient flow of people and commerce on Texas’ 313,596 miles of roadways is a critical responsibility shared by law enforcement and other government agencies across the state. More than 17,357,632 drivers, including 743,964 teenage drivers, are licensed to drive these roads. More than 24 million vehicles are registered, including 19,521 buses and 268,868 commercial motor vehicles (CMVs). Each year, motor vehicle crashes account for significant loss of life and economic costs across the state. Approximately 3,520 motor vehicle traffic fatalities were reported in 2015 and 3,536 in 2014.

(U) Large truck traffic in Texas has grown substantially over the past 20 years, due to commercial and residential growth, oil and gas drilling, and the expansion of commerce with Mexico.

(U) Texas leads the nation in fatal crashes involving CMVs. Crashes involving these larger and heavier vehicles have serious consequences, making them more likely to result in deaths. In 2015, CMV crashes resulted in 599 fatalities. The top contributing factor in CMV-related crashes was the CMV driver’s failure to control speed. From January 1 to April 30, 2016, CMV-related crashes resulted in 153 fatalities.

(U) CMV-related crashes pose potential dangers to individuals beyond those who are directly involved. The frequent transportation of hazardous, toxic, and even radioactive materials using CMVs, for instance, poses a potential threat to both populated and unpopulated areas of the state.
Impaired Driving Fatal Crashes in Texas

In 2015, there were 956 fatalities resulting from crashes that involved drunken driving, a decrease from 1,086 in 2014. Another 239 persons died between January 1 and April 30, 2016. Deaths from driving under the influence of drugs also signaled a significant ongoing problem. From January 1 to April 30, 2016, there were 100 fatalities in crashes involving someone driving under the influence of a drug, compared to a yearlong total of 611 in 2015, and 614 in 2014.

Certain high-population areas consistently report the most drunken driving deaths. In 2015, Harris County reported the highest number of fatal crashes in Texas that involved a person under the influence of alcohol, with 104, followed Dallas County with 77, and Bexar County with 62. From January 1 to April 30, 2016, Harris County reported the highest number, with 33 fatal crashes. Dallas County reported 23, and Bexar County reported 12.

As for driving under the influence of drugs from January 1 to April 30, 2016, Dallas County led with 59 fatal crashes, followed by Harris County with 50, and Bexar County with 31. From January 1 to April 30, 2016, Dallas County reported 17 fatal crashes involving driving under the influence of drugs, with Harris County reporting nine, and Montgomery County (to its north) eight.

Under Texas law, driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs is a criminal offense that can have serious legal consequences. A person’s first two driving while intoxicated (DWI) convictions are categorized as misdemeanors, while the third offense is a felony of the third degree. Texas law provides zero tolerance for minors who drive under the influence, which can result in a license suspension, fine, community service, and alcohol-awareness classes.

Driving while distracted, especially while texting or otherwise using a cell phone, poses a recognized public safety hazard that has resulted in deaths and injuries across Texas. Each day in the United States, approximately nine people are killed and more than 1,150 people are injured as a result of distracted driving. One in five Texas vehicle crashes involves distracted driving. Texas crashes involving distracted drivers increased from 101,005 crashes in 2014 to 103,561 in 2015. These crashes are highest among young adults ages 20 to 29, followed by teenagers 19 and under. In 2015, a total of 474 fatalities in Texas involved distracted drivers. Bexar County had the highest number of fatalities with 56. Travis County accounted for 28 fatalities and Dallas County had 27. From January 1 to April 30, 2016, there were 33,675 crashes and 133 fatalities involving a distracted driver throughout the state.

Although cell phone use is the most recognized distraction, all distractions inside a vehicle increase the likelihood of crashes or fatalities. Texas law prohibits drivers with a learners permit from using hand-held cell phone devices in the first six months of driving. Drivers under 18 are prohibited from using wireless communications while driving. School bus operators are restricted from texting and using hand-held devices while driving, and it is illegal for all drivers to text or use hand-held devices in school zones. According to the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI), almost half of all Texas drivers admit to regularly or sometimes talking or texting on a cell phone while driving.

The death of first responders, such as law enforcement officers and emergency medical personnel, also remains a concern. On September 1, 2003, Texas implemented the “Move Over” law. The law requires drivers who are approaching stopped emergency vehicles with activated lights to vacate the lane or slow to 20 miles per hour below the speed limit. Since 2011, state legislators have added tow truck drivers and Texas Department of Transportation vehicles to the law.
(U) In 2015, 742 Texas crashes were reported that involved drivers violating the Move Over law, an increase from 644 in 2014. In 2015, Harris County had the highest number of such crashes with 123, followed by Dallas County with 119, Bexar County with 68, and Tarrant County with 50. From January 1 to April 30, 2016, 47 crashes occurred in Harris County, followed by Dallas County with 37, Bexar County with 33, and Tarrant County with 23.\textsuperscript{189}

(U) According to Mason Dixon Polling & Research, 71 percent of Americans have never heard of Move-Over-type laws.\textsuperscript{190} Additionally, a TTI study found that 40 percent of Texas drivers had not heard of the law.\textsuperscript{191}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{(U) Pedestrian-Related Fatal Crashes in Texas} & \\
\hline
\textbf{(U)} Many pedestrians share traveling space with motor vehicles crossing on roads or traveling on or alongside roads, too often with grave consequences, according to data. Pedestrian fatalities are rising. According to the National Traffic Highway Safety Administration, Texas ranked as the 10\textsuperscript{th} most dangerous state for walking commuters.\textsuperscript{192} & \\
\hline
\textbf{(U)} In 2015, 554 pedestrian fatalities were reported in Texas, an increase from 495 in 2014. Most of them – 370 during 2015 – occurred when the victim failed to yield right of way to a vehicle. Of the 554 fatalities in 2015, 272 occurred between 6 p.m. and midnight. From January 1 to April 30, 2016, there were 185 pedestrian fatalities. Nearly half – 90 of them – occurred between 6 p.m. and midnight. & \\
\hline
\textbf{(U)} Harris County reported the highest number of pedestrian fatalities in 2015, with 95, followed by Dallas County with 72, and Bexar County with 45. From January 1 to April 30, 2016, Harris County reported 45 pedestrian fatalities; Dallas County, 23; and Bexar County, 21.\textsuperscript{193} & \\
\hline
\textbf{(U)} The Texas Transportation Code requires that, in the event of a crash, every person involved in a crash immediately stop and determine whether the anyone require aid.\textsuperscript{194} However, hit-and-run pedestrian fatalities increased, from 101 in 2014, to 113 in 2015. In 2015, Harris County had the highest number of hit and run pedestrian fatalities, with 30, followed by Travis County, with 13. From January 1 to April 30, 2016, Harris County again led the state with 12 hit and run pedestrian fatalities, followed by Dallas County, with five. & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Pedestrian-Related Fatal Crashes in Texas}
\end{table}

\section*{3.1 Traffic Crash Risks in the Permian Basin Area}

(U) The energy sector places significant demands on Texas’ transportation system. Energy sector-related traffic can degrade roadways and other infrastructure,\textsuperscript{196} and increases in oil and gas extraction have coincided with historically high numbers of crashes in rural regions. Crashes involving commercial vehicles may be caused by the commercial vehicle drivers or passenger vehicle drivers sharing the roadway, or other causes. The number of crashes and fatalities among both drivers and passengers seems to coincide with oil industry fortunes, which influences the number and variety of vehicles using roadways. Energy sector production continues at elevated rates in Texas, despite a recent period of relatively lower activity.

(U) The Permian Basin is an oil-and-gas-producing area of West Texas, and an adjoining part of southeastern New Mexico covering a region approximately 250 miles wide and 300 miles long. Increased drilling and extraction has produced a substantial economic boom that has increased and decreased with global commodities prices.\textsuperscript{197} With the initial boom came significant increases in population, and vehicles of all weights traveling the roadways.\textsuperscript{198}
(U) In 2013, the Permian Basin’s drilling permitting and production increased substantially, with the number of permits rising from 8,872 to 10,966 in 2014, then decreasing by 60 percent in 2015 with oil price declines.  

(U) Coinciding with decreases in rig counts and permitting activity, the number of motor vehicle crashes has declined 14 percent, from 12,276 crashes in 2014, to 10,548 in 2015. Fatal crashes declined from 291 in 2014, to 270 in 2015. Commercial vehicle-involved fatality crashes also decreased 15 percent, from 82 to 70. From January 1 to April 30, 2016, there were 60 fatal crashes resulting in 68 fatalities. Of the 60 fatal crashes, 16 involved a commercial vehicle.

3.2 Traffic Crash Risks in the Eagle Ford Shale Area

(U) The Eagle Ford Shale (EFS), another of the state’s major hydrocarbon-producing formations, extends across Texas from the Mexican border to East Texas. It is roughly 50 miles wide and 400 miles long.
(U) As oil prices fell sharply in early 2015, the number of drilling permits declined 59 percent in the EFS area, from 5,613 permits to 2,315. Coinciding with the statewide rig counts and permitting, fatality crashes in the region fell from 60 in 2015 to 41 in the early part of 2016. The number of CMV crashes fell from 619 to 462. From January 1 to April 30, 2016, there were eight fatal crashes resulting in eight fatalities. Of the eight fatal crashes, one involved a CMV.
4. Natural Disasters

(U) Texas faces a diverse array of natural threats, including floods, tornadoes, tropical storms, hurricanes, droughts, wildfires, coastal erosion, land subsidence, dam and levee failure, and many types of severe weather. Texas has declared more major disaster declarations than any other state in the nation. This assessment focuses on those natural hazards that are more likely to constitute homeland security threats and major public safety threats (i.e., create a large-scale response or sheltering demand) to Texas, either due to the frequency or impact of their occurrence. Due to the frequency of occurrence and higher impact, the ranking order of the top five hazards has changed since 2010. The table below lists and ranks the natural hazards facing the state, according to the 2013 State of Texas Hazard Mitigation Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural Hazards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1  Floods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Hurricane/Tropical Storms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Wildfire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Tornado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Drought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Coastal Erosion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7  Dam/Levee failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  Earthquakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9  Expansive Soils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Extreme Heat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Hailstorm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Land Subsidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Severe Winter Storms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Windstorms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Lightning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Floods

(U) Floods are defined as the accumulation of water within a water body and the overflow of excess water into adjacent floodplain lands. On average, some 400 floods afflict Texas annually, and 91 percent of disaster damage in the state is related to flooding. Approximately 80 percent of the flooding in Texas occurs in the counties of Harris, Galveston, Brazoria, and Montgomery. While the accumulated damages from floods are severe, and occasionally require the deployment of swift-water rescue teams, most communities are able to handle the response to flooding with internal assets and local sheltering.

(U) Occurring mostly in the spring and fall, floods can last from a day to several months. In the event of a flood, areas are likely to expect a loss of transportation infrastructure and/or loss of citizens’ homes. The warning time for a flood is generally between three and six hours but may be days on major river basins.

(U) As the most common disasters in Texas, floods can occur at any time of the year. In addition, riverine flooding is common, creating impacts far downstream from the initial flooding caused by rain. Examples of this include the massive flooding events in 2015, four of which were severe enough to require federal disaster declarations.

4.2 Tropical Storms and Hurricanes

(U) Tropical storms are areas of disturbed weather in the tropics with closed isobars and a distinct rotary circulation. Wind speeds range from 39 mph and 74 mph with heavy rain, localized flooding, high tides, localized coastal erosion, and minor wind damage. Hurricanes are classified into categories based on wind speed and the potential damage they can cause. To qualify as a hurricane, wind speeds must be greater than 75 mph. Thunderstorm rain resulting in urban flooding, battering wave action, intense sea level rising, localized coastal erosion, and significant winds are associated with hurricanes. Texas has had 20 federal major disaster declarations due to tropical storms and hurricanes since the 1950s. The 22 counties of the Gulf Coast, constituting 28 percent of the population of Texas, are the most vulnerable to tropical storms and hurricanes. The effect of Hurricane Gilbert, which made landfall in Mexico, illustrates that hurricanes need not actually cross the coastline to cause significant damage to our state. Damage from hurricanes is calculated from wind and storm surge flooding. Inland flood damage, caused by torrential
rains, is counted as riverine flood loss. Due to large-scale disruptions of the power grid, power outages can last for weeks. Storm surge flooding is typically the most deadly aspect of a hurricane.

(U) Based on the last 100 years of historical records, Texas should expect to see a land-falling hurricane an average of every two years, while any particular coastal community should expect to experience hurricane force winds about every 12 years, with a slightly higher incidence along the upper Texas coast. The hurricane season runs from June 1 through November 30, but in Texas, the peak occurs between July and September. Tropical storms and hurricanes last from a few hours to a few days. These storms occur with a minimum of a 12-hour warning. They cause power failures, destroy infrastructure, and interrupt telecommunications. The Saffir-Simpson Scale used to measure the intensity of storms is divided into categories 1-5, with category 1 being the least damaging.

(U) As mentioned, storms and hurricanes often lead to damaging floods. Hurricane Ike, for instance, hit the upper Texas Gulf Coast in September 2008, causing approximately $37 billion in damage. The hurricane left millions without power. Saltwater storm surges flooded most of the businesses and homes on Galveston Island, and many more along Galveston Bay.

4.3 Wildfires

(U) A wildfire is defined as a sweeping and destructive conflagration, especially in rural or wilderness regions. In Texas, with the semi-arid climate of the western, southern and panhandle counties of the state, wildfires are most common in the spring and summer months, but can occur at any time during the year. The eastern part of the state, also known as the Piney Woods, contains the most hazardous fuels in the state: pine plantations. Fires burning in this fuel type, when under drought conditions, can become extremely hard to contain, require multiple fire-fighting resources, and threatening all homes in their vicinity.

(U) Occurring mostly during dry seasons or droughts, and largely arising from forest, brush, and grass fires, wildfires can last from a few hours to a few weeks. Wildfires burn crops, kill livestock, destroy structures, down power lines, and cause road closures. The probability of wildland urban interface incidences has increased due to increased development in wildlands.

(U) One condition required for a wildfire threat is dryness. The Keetch-Bryam Drought Index judges the expectation of a wildfire based on recent weather conditions and ranges from 0 to 800, with zero implying little to no expectation of a wildfire.

(U) Wildfires and flooding can go hand in hand. Flooding increases the growth of fuels to burn, and the effects of wildfires can create a greater risk of flooding. Normally, vegetation absorbs rainfall, reducing runoff. Wildfires leave the ground charred, barren, and unable to absorb water, creating conditions ripe for flash flooding and mudflow. Flood risk remains significantly higher until vegetation is restored – up to five years after a wildfire.209

(U) The response to large wildfires can be extensive, requiring shared human resources and assets from multiple local communities, and state and federal resources. In 2011, wildfires resulted in $500 million in wildfire and wildland urban interface damages. Law enforcement resources also are required for traffic
control during the active firefighting response phase, and to supervise re-entry of affected communities once the fire has been extinguished.

4.4 Tornadoes

(U) A tornado is defined as a rapidly rotating vortex or funnel of air extending from a cumulonimbus cloud. Texas averages 125 tornadoes annually, and the northern two-thirds of Texas are the most vulnerable to tornadoes. In late December 2015, a storm system over north Texas produced one of the most devastating and deadly winter tornado outbreaks in Texas history. Several thunderstorms produced 12 confirmed tornadoes across north Texas, with the most significant affecting the higher-population areas of eastern Dallas County into northwest Rockwall County, southeast Collin County, and Ellis County. This was the most tornadoes on record at once for north and central Texas since 1950.210

(U) Occurring mostly at night during the spring, tornadoes can last from a few minutes to two hours, although the resulting power outages can persist for days. Tornadoes occur with little forewarning and are likely to result in power failures. The Enhanced Fujita (EF) scale, which is used to measure the wind speed strength of a tornado, identifies tornados in six categories from 0 to 5, zero being the least damaging. Eighty percent of Texas tornadoes are ranked as either an F0 or an F1, with only one F5 per decade.

(U) A tornado strike on a populated area will always require a significant response, causing the opening of community tornado safe rooms, responses to power outages, rescue operations, and debris removal and road clearing. Small communities normally require assistance from local partners or the state. Large communities generally only require outside assistance in the event of multiple touchdowns or in the event of the rare F3 or greater storms.

4.5 Drought

(U) Drought is defined as the consequence of a natural reduction in precipitation over an extended period of time, usually a season or more in length. Texas experienced a severe drought from 2010-2014 that ranked as the second worst and second longest statewide drought on record, based on the Palmer Drought Severity Index. The drought involved more than 80 percent of the state experiencing exceptional drought conditions at some point. The lack of rain and the high temperatures severely affected farmers and ranchers. Causing an estimated $5.2 billion in agricultural losses, the drought was one of the most costly on record. Losses included a $2.06 billion impact on livestock and a $3.18 billion impact on grains. Between March 2011 and the end of January 2012, nearly 100 percent of Texas was in some form of drought, based on data reported by the National Drought Mitigation Center. During the period of June through November 2011, 65 percent or more of Texas was in “exceptional” drought, the most severe level of drought.211

(U) Texas has experienced thousands of multi-county and regional disaster declarations as a result of drought. The area most vulnerable to drought is West Texas: the area encompassing Amarillo, Lubbock, Midland, Odessa, Fort Stockton, San Angelo, Laredo, and El Paso. From 1950 to 1957, Texas experienced the most severe drought in recorded history. By the time that drought ended, 244 of the 254
counties had been declared federal disaster areas. Based on the past occurrences of droughts and disaster declarations, estimated losses are mainly to crops and livestock, but can also affect local governments in higher maintenance costs on roads, parks, and water and waste-water systems, as well as additional costs to secure new water sources when those traditionally used run dry.
5. Public Health Threats

(U) Significant public health threats are possible throughout the state. Natural and industrial disasters can cause widespread damage, an array of acute injuries, chronic illnesses and mental health issues. Some disasters require evacuation of entire communities, placing significant stress on both the health of vulnerable populations and the healthcare systems of communities hosting evacuees. Emerging infectious diseases can spread through people, animal hosts, and even the food and water supply. These public health threats include mosquito-borne illnesses such as the West Nile and Zika viral diseases; respiratory illnesses such as influenza and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS); and bacterial diseases such as tuberculosis and salmonella.

5.1 Infectious Diseases

(U) Emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases are diseases that are either new, or previously recognized but re-emerging with new characteristics or in new areas. These diseases pose a potential threat to the health of Texans and have the potential to spread via people and products entering the state through international airports, ports of entry along the Gulf of Mexico, and the 1,200-mile international border with Mexico. In addition, migratory birds and vectors such as mosquitoes and ticks may carry emerging diseases into and across the state.

Arboviruses

(U) Texas is both an endemic and epidemic area for viruses transmitted by mosquitoes (arboviruses) including West Nile virus (WNV), St. Louis encephalitis virus (SLEV), Chikungunya virus (CHIKV), Dengue virus (DENV), and Zika virus (Zika). WNV and SLEV are maintained in nature through cycles involving mosquitoes and wild birds, while DENV, CHIKV, and Zika virus are maintained in a cycle involving humans and mosquitoes only. There are no specific antiviral treatments, and no human vaccines are commercially available in the US for any of these viral infections. Most human arbovirus cases occur from July through September when mosquitoes are most active.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>WNV Cases</th>
<th>SLEV Cases</th>
<th>CHIKV Cases</th>
<th>DENV Cases</th>
<th>Zika Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1,868</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NR: No Reporting

West Nile virus (WNV)

(U) West Nile virus is a mosquito-borne illness that first emerged in Texas in 2002. Since then, the virus has become endemic, with about 2,200 human cases reported during its first decade in the state, 2002–2011. A severe WNV outbreak occurred in 2012. Although the Dallas-Fort Worth area was significantly impacted, WNV illnesses occurred across Texas, including 1,868 confirmed cases and 89 deaths during the 2012 transmission season. There was a sharp decline in subsequent years. About one
in five WNV infected people will develop fever with other symptoms. Less than one percent of infected people develop a serious, sometimes fatal, neurologic illness. There are no medications or vaccines to treat or prevent WNV infection. West Nile virus is spread by the bite of an infected mosquito and can infect people, horses, many types of birds, and some other animals. The most common vectors for WNV are the *Culex pipens* and *Culex tarsalis* mosquitoes. There is no evidence that West Nile virus can be spread from person to person, or from animal to person. Transmission to humans is considered spillover from the natural cycle involving mosquitoes and wild birds. WNV risk may be reduced by removing standing water that could serve as a mosquito breeding ground, using insect repellent, wearing protective clothing, and staying indoors while mosquitoes are most active between dusk and dawn.

**St. Louis encephalitis virus (SLEV)**

(U) Saint Louis encephalitis virus (SLEV) is a mosquito-borne illness occurring in the eastern and central United States. Most persons infected with SLEV have no apparent symptoms or signs of illness. Initial symptoms can include fever, headache, nausea, vomiting, and malaise (tiredness). Severe neuroinvasive disease (often involving encephalitis, an inflammation of the brain) occurs more commonly in older adults. In rare cases, long-term disability or death can result. There is no specific treatment or vaccine for SLEV. Like WNV, it is maintained in a mosquito-bird-mosquito cycle, with wild birds as primary hosts and *Culex* species mosquitoes transmitting it to humans. SLEV risk may be reduced by removing standing water that could serve as a mosquito breeding ground, using insect repellent, wearing protective clothing, and staying indoors while mosquitoes are most active between dusk and dawn.

**Chikungunya virus (CHIKV)**

(U) Chikungunya virus is a mosquito-borne illness first identified in Texas in 2014 in a traveler. Cases have been identified in individuals with travel history to Africa, Asia, parts of Central and South America, and islands in the Indian Ocean, Western and South Pacific, and the Caribbean. With the exception of a single locally acquired case in 2015, all have been acquired outside of Texas. The most common symptoms of CHIKV are fever and joint pain. Other symptoms may include headache, muscle pain, joint swelling, or rash. CHIKV is transmitted through mosquito bites only. When a mosquito feeds on an infected person the mosquito can become infected, then spreading the virus to the next person bitten. *Aedes aegypti* and *Aedes albopictus* mosquitoes spread CHIKV. These mosquitoes bite primarily during the daytime, both indoors and outdoors. They often live around buildings in urban areas. Wearing protective clothing can reduce the CHIKV risk to people, as can remaining inside air-conditioned buildings with window and door screens, and using insect repellent.

**Dengue virus (DENV)**

(U) Dengue virus is a potentially severe mosquito-borne infection found in tropical and sub-tropical regions around the world. Texas cases are most often found in travelers, and are most frequently identified along the Texas–Mexico border. DENV causes severe, flu-like illness that affects infants, young children, and adults, and can cause death. DENV is also known as “break bone fever,” due to the additional symptoms of severe pain in the extremities. It also includes pain in the eyes and head, as well as respiratory inflammation. The primary vector of DENV is the *Aedes aegypti* mosquito, however the *Aedes albopictus* can also spread the disease. Both of these mosquitoes are found in Texas. The virus is transmitted to humans through the bites of infected mosquitoes. After virus incubation for 4–10 days, an infected mosquito is capable of transmitting the virus for the rest of its lifespan. Infected humans are the main carriers, serving as a source of the virus for uninfected mosquitoes. Patients who are already infected with the DENV can transmit the infection (for 4–5 days; maximum 12) via *Aedes aegypti* mosquitoes after their first symptoms appear. These mosquitoes bite primarily during the daytime, both indoors and outdoors, and often live around buildings in urban areas. DENV risk may be reduced by wearing protective clothing, staying inside air-conditioned buildings, controlling the mosquito population, and using insect repellent.
Zika virus (Zika)

(U) Zika virus disease (Zika) is caused by the Zika virus. It was first discovered in the Zika Forest of Uganda, and the first human cases were identified in 1952. Zika virus did not arrive in the Western Hemisphere until 2015 but quickly spread throughout South America, Central America, and across the Caribbean. By 2016, Texas was monitoring dozens of travelers arriving in the state with Zika virus infection and illness. The virus is spread to people primarily through the bite of an infected Aedes species mosquito, but can also be transmitted through sexual contact from infected men to their sex partners. The most common symptoms of Zika virus are fever, rash, joint pain, and conjunctivitis (red eyes). The illness is usually mild, with symptoms lasting for several days to a week after a bite from an infected mosquito. People ill with Zika virus typically do not require hospitalization, and rarely die. For this reason, many individuals may not realize that they have been infected. However, Zika virus infection during pregnancy may cause a serious birth defect called microcephaly, as well as other birth defects, such as defects of the eye, hearing deficits, and impaired growth. Zika virus may also cause Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS), a rare condition of the nervous system in which a person’s own immune system damages the nerve cells, causing muscle weakness, and sometimes, progressive paralysis. There are no medications to treat or vaccines to prevent Zika virus infection. Once a person has been infected, he or she is likely to be protected from future infections. Similar to CHIKV and DENV, Zika virus transmission is maintained in a cycle involving humans and mosquitoes only. Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus mosquitoes bite primarily during the daytime, both indoors and outdoors, and often live around buildings in urban areas. Zika virus risk may be reduced by protective clothing and by staying inside air-conditioned buildings.

Viral Hemorrhagic Fevers

(U) Viral hemorrhagic fevers (VHFs) are a group of illnesses caused by several distinct families of viruses that result in similar effects. VHFs include, but are not limited to the Ebola, Marburg, Lassa, and Rift Valley Fever viruses. In general, the term "viral hemorrhagic fever" describes a severe, multisystem syndrome that affects multiple organ systems in the body. Characteristically, the overall vascular system is damaged, and the body's ability to regulate itself is impaired. Symptoms are often accompanied by hemorrhage (bleeding); however, the bleeding in itself is rarely life-threatening. Severely ill patients may exhibit shock, nervous system malfunction, coma, delirium, and seizures. Some types of VHF are also associated with renal (kidney) failure.

Ebola Virus Disease

(U) Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) is a rare and deadly disease caused by infection with one of the Ebola virus strains. Ebola can cause disease in humans and primates (monkeys, gorillas, and chimpanzees). The natural reservoir host of the Ebola virus remains unknown. However, on the basis of evidence and the nature of similar viruses, researchers believe the virus is animal-borne, with bats being the most likely reservoir. Ebola viruses are found in several African countries. Ebola was first discovered in 1976 near the Ebola River in what is now the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Since then, outbreaks have appeared sporadically in Africa. Four of the five virus strains occur in animal hosts native to Africa.

(U) When an infection does occur in humans, the virus can be spread in several ways to others. EVD is spread through direct contact (through broken skin or mucous membranes in the eyes, nose, or mouth) with body fluids of a person who is sick with Ebola, objects contaminated with the virus, or infected animals. EVD is not spread through air, water, or – in general – food. However, in Africa, EVD may be spread as a result of handling bush meat (wild animals hunted for food) and contact with infected bats. There is no evidence that mosquitoes or other insects can transmit the Ebola virus. Only certain mammals (for example, humans, bats, monkeys, and apes) have shown the ability to become infected with and spread EVD. There is no evidence that other mammals, such as dogs and cats, can develop the disease or spread the virus.
(U) Healthcare providers caring for EVD patients and the family and friends in close contact with EVD patients are at the highest risk of becoming infected, as they may come in contact with the infected blood or body fluids of sick patients. During outbreaks of EVD, the disease can spread quickly within healthcare settings where hospital staff are providing close contact care or performing high risk procedures dealing with highly infectious patients. While the risk of transmission is fairly low, case fatality rates are typically high.

(U) 2014 Ebola Outbreak

(U) The 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa, first reported by the World Health Organization (WHO) on March 23, 2014, is the largest and most complex EVD outbreak since the virus was discovered in 1947. There were more cases and deaths in this outbreak than all others combined. By the end of the outbreak in March 2016, there were 28,616 confirmed EVD cases and 11,310 deaths. The three African countries most severely affected by the 2014 Ebola outbreak were Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone, each of which have weak health systems and lack human and infrastructural resources. On August 8, 2014, the WHO Director-General declared this outbreak a Public Health Emergency of International Concern. This declaration was lifted on March 29, 2016.

(U) In September 2014, a Texas hospital patient tested positive for Ebola virus, marking the first EVD case diagnosed in the United States. The patient had recent history of travel from West Africa, and developed symptoms consistent with EVD days after arriving in Texas. The patient later died. Two healthcare workers who provided care to this patient subsequently became infected with EVD. Both recovered. As the situation in West Africa continuously changed, Texas increased the monitoring of returning travelers in accordance with CDC guidelines and identified hospitals as Ebola Treatments Centers.

Respiratory Illnesses

(U) The virus most likely to cause a pandemic of respiratory illnesses is influenza A. However, other viruses, such as coronaviruses like the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV), also have pandemic potential.

Influenza

(U) Influenza (flu) is a contagious respiratory illness caused by influenza viruses. Flu can cause mild to severe illness. Serious outcomes of flu infection can result in hospitalization or death. Over a 30-year period, from 1977 to 2007, annual US flu-associated deaths ranged from a low of about 3,000 to a high of about 49,000 people. Complications of flu can include bacterial pneumonia, ear infections, sinus infections, dehydration, and worsening of chronic medical conditions, such as congestive heart failure, asthma, and diabetes. Groups with the highest risk of developing severe complications from influenza include:

- Young children (those younger than five, but especially those younger than two years old)
- Adults 65 or older
- Pregnant women
- Residents of long term care facilities and nursing homes
- Native Americans

(U) Most experts believe that flu viruses spread mainly by droplets created when people with flu cough, sneeze, or talk. These droplets can land on the mucus membranes of the mouths or noses of people who
are nearby. Less often, a person might also become infected with the flu virus by touching a surface or object that has the flu virus on it and then touching their own mouth, eyes, or nose.

(U) An annual seasonal flu vaccine is the best way to reduce the risks associated with seasonal flu outbreaks. When more people are vaccinated against the flu, less flu can spread through that community. Each year, the upcoming season's flu vaccine will protect against the influenza viruses research indicates will be most common during the season. For example, the 2016-2017 flu vaccine includes an influenza A (H1N1) virus, an influenza A (H3N2) virus, and one or two influenza B viruses, depending on the flu vaccine. 237

(U) Antiviral drugs are important medical countermeasures for the influenza threat. Antiviral drugs are prescription medicines (pills, liquids, inhaled powders, or intravenous solutions) that fight the flu in those infected. They are available by prescriptions from health care providers. Antiviral drugs are different from antibiotics, which fight bacterial infections.

Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) (U) MERS-CoV is a human coronavirus that leads to severe acute respiratory illness, including symptoms such as fever, cough, and shortness of breath. It is spread from an infected person’s respiratory secretions through actions such as coughing. However, the precise ways the virus spreads are not completely understood. MERS-CoV was first reported in Saudi Arabia in 2012, and has since spread to several other countries, including the United States. Three to four of every 10 patients reported with MERS-CoV have died. 238

(U) There is no vaccine available against MERS-CoV. There is also no specific antiviral treatment recommended for MERS-CoV infection, and patients are typically treated to help manage symptoms. For severe cases, current treatment includes care to support vital organ functions. The best way to reduce the risk of MERS-CoV infection is to follow respiratory disease precautions:

- Frequent handwashing with soap and water for 20 seconds, and help young children do the same – if soap and water are not available, an alcohol-based hand sanitizer can be used
- Using a tissue to covering the nose and mouth when coughing or sneezing, then disposing of it
- Avoiding touching the eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands
- Avoiding close personal contact, such as kissing, sharing drinking cups, or sharing eating utensils with sick people
- Frequent cleaning and disinfecting high-touch surfaces and objects, such as doorknobs

(U) In May 2014, the first confirmed cases of MERS-CoV in the United States were reported in two healthcare workers who had recently returned from Saudi Arabia. The two cases were not linked – one was in Indiana, and the other in Florida. Texas has not had any confirmed MERS-CoV cases. 239

(U) Although MERS is a coronavirus causing serious illness, there are many more coronaviruses that produce very mild illness. In fact, most people become infected at some time in their life, resulting in mild to moderate upper-respiratory tract illnesses. Young children are more likely to become infected. Coronaviruses are also spread from an infected person to others through the air by coughing and sneezing, and close contact, such as touching or shaking hands, or caring for or living with an infected person. In the US, people usually become infected with common human coronaviruses in the fall and winter.
Bacterial Infections

**Tuberculosis (TB) and Drug Resistant TB**

(U) Tuberculosis is caused by the *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* bacteria. The bacteria usually attack the lungs, but TB bacteria can attack any part of the body, such as the kidneys, spine, and brain. Not everyone infected with TB bacteria becomes sick. As a result, two TB-related conditions exist: latent TB infection (LTBI) and TB disease. LTBI occurs when TB bacteria are in the body but suppressed by the immune system. Although an individual with LTBI does not display symptoms and is not infectious, TB disease can emerge when the individual’s immune system is suppressed due to illness or age. If not treated properly, TB disease can be fatal.

(U) It is estimated that one-third of the world’s population is infected with TB. In 2014, 9.6 million people around the world became sick with TB disease, and 1.5 million died. In 2015, 1,334 cases of TB were reported in Texas, a rate of 4.9 per 100,000 people. This rate varies from state to state, ranging from 0.5 cases per 100,000 (West Virginia) to 9.1 cases per 100,000 (Alaska). The overall rate for the US is 3.0 new cases per 100,000. TB can affect anyone, but is more likely to be diagnosed in people born in a foreign country where TB is prevalent, people living with diabetes or HIV/AIDS, homeless people, and health care workers. Alcohol abuse is associated with 17 percent of TB cases, and 10 percent of cases are diagnosed in detention facilities. A large-scale exposure to TB occurred between September 1, 2013 and August 16, 2014 at a hospital in El Paso, Texas. The population exposed included hospital employees, newborns and infants, as well as members of the community who came into contact with people with active TB infection.

(U) TB is curable with proper treatment. However, some strains are resistant to the drugs used for treatment. In 2013, six people in Texas were diagnosed with multi-drug-resistant TB. One case of extensively drug resistant TB was also reported in Texas.

**Foodborne or Waterborne Illness**

(U) Food- or water-related illnesses involve the unintentional or deliberate contamination of food or water that is consumed by humans. Food contamination can occur at any stage of food production, from farm to fork. An estimated 48 million people suffer from foodborne illnesses each year in the United States, accounting for 128,000 hospitalizations and approximately 3,000 deaths. About one in every six people will experience some sort of foodborne illness each year, and it is estimated that approximately five million Texas residents are at an increased risk due to conditions that compromise the immune system.

(U) Cyclosporiasis is an intestinal illness caused by consuming food or water contaminated with the *Cyclospora* parasite. A recent surge in reports of illnesses due to the *Cyclospora* parasite has prompted the DSHS to begin an investigation into the infections in hopes of determining a common source.

(U) Some outbreaks in Texas are small and regionalized. Many of these small outbreaks are not recognized through routine public health surveillance, and go unreported. Other foodborne illnesses in Texas are traced to larger multi-state outbreaks with specific food items determined to be the source. In recent years, several food items have been determined to be the source of multi-state outbreaks, including *Salmonella* contamination of papayas in 2011, and serrano peppers in 2008. Salmonellosis cases have steadily increased in Texas from 2,819 cases in 2001 to 5,727 in 2015. While the Texas and US food supplies are among the safest in the world, accidental or intentional contamination of food is always possible.

(U) There have been several high profile examples of deliberate food contamination in the US, including one in Texas. At a Dallas hospital in 1996, a disgruntled laboratory worker deliberately contaminated
food in a laboratory break room with *Shigella dysenteria* type 2, resulting in the illnesses of 12 coworkers. Four victims were hospitalized, and five others were treated. Although there were no deaths, this incident demonstrates how food contamination can be used to deliberately harm others.

### 5.2 Other Recent Public Health Threats

**Radiological Threats**

(U) Almost every year, incidents are reported in Texas of the loss or theft of radioactive materials that are used in oil well drilling operations. Individuals who come into contact with these radiation sources, which can be unshielded, are susceptible to burns and sickness. Radioactive material was reported lost or stolen in 2011, and again in 2012, though in each case, it was subsequently found after extensive searches by the radiation licensee and the Texas Department of State Health Services.

**Border Threats**

(U) Texas shares a 1,254-mile international border with Mexico that includes 29 ports of entry. Many differences exist in environmental and product standards and regulations between the US and Mexico, which increases the risk of contaminated products being transported into Texas. The border can also serve as a gateway for individuals seeking to enter the US, either legally or illegally, carrying diseases ranging from influenza and TB to vaccine-preventable diseases (such as varicella or measles).

(U) In 2011, mercury-tainted face cream was transported into Texas, resulting in 45 poisonings, mostly among women residing near the border. The investigation indicated that the product was shipped from Mexico to businesses in Texas and other states. In addition to mercury, authorities also have discovered lead-contaminated products – such as toys and trinkets made in foreign countries – that can result in elevated blood lead levels in children.
6. Industrial Accidents

(U) The large industrial base in Texas generally operates safely, with minimal homeland security impact. However, due to the size and diversity of industries and their economic importance, any significant accidents could result in high consequences. Industrial accidents have the potential to threaten the state’s security, especially when they result in casualties, the destruction of critical infrastructure, or the disruption of the state’s economy.

(U) One significant incident that occurred recently was the collision between the M/V Summer Wind and the barge Kirby 27706 on March 22, 2014 in Galveston Bay. The barge was carrying over 900,000 gallons of fuel. Multiple coastal counties were impacted. Response was provided by local, state, private, and federal entities.

(U) Railroad operations in Texas are another area of potential concern, given their importance to industries and the large volume of highly hazardous materials that are transported by railroad. Texas has an estimated 10,469 miles of freight railroad track. These rail lines pass through frontier, rural, suburban, and densely populated urban areas. In one city alone, over 500,000 people live within one mile of a railroad track. Texas is the largest origin point and termination destination for chemicals and petroleum products, and border and port areas pose special operating and capacity challenges for freight railroads.
7. Cyber Threats

(U) Technology has become a target, a vulnerability, and a tool used by criminals and terrorists. As a result, cyber threats have become increasingly significant areas of concern. A wide range of malicious cyber actors increasingly use cyberspace to overcome geography and traditional government defenses against malign cyber activity. At times, offensive operations have been driven by extremist ideology.

(U) Cyber threats, including cyber-terrorism, cyber-warfare, and cybercrime, range from benign, low-risk threats that are easily mitigated to high-risk threats requiring sophisticated countermeasures. Emerging and constantly changing technologies regularly provide new avenues of exploitation and create new areas of vulnerability that countermeasures must quickly match.

(U) We are concerned about the potentially severe consequences of an effective cyberattack against critical infrastructure facilities and systems, which could cause denial or disruption of essential services such as clean water distribution, energy distribution, public health systems, or law enforcement networks. In addition, cyberattacks could potentially facilitate extortion, intellectual property theft, and identity theft.

(U) Particularly vulnerable targets of hostile cyber actors are the aging legacy systems in use by state agencies and public sectors. Some of these systems lack adequate security controls, network monitoring and response, and identity and access management frameworks. Some agencies have instituted measures to address these vulnerabilities, but cyber threats can evolve at such a rapid pace that reducing vulnerability gaps will remain an ongoing challenge.

(U) Common kinds of malicious cyber activity include the use of botnets, distributed denial of service (DDoS), hacking, keystroke logging, malware, phishing, and webpage defacement.

7.1 Cyber Threat Actors

(U) The cyber threat is posed by many kinds of actors.

(U) Nations: Many developed and developing nations have built some form of offensive information-operations capability, and are constantly increasing resources to expand and maintain capabilities to further their perceived interests. Some nations appear organized and consistent in their targeting, both actively and retroactively operating to achieve a range of internal objectives. Some actively seek supply chain disruption. Others pursue espionage activities to support commercial or military interests.

(U) Cybercriminals: Cybercriminals are financially motivated, and seek to maintain access to systems to maximize their profits. They can range from individual actors to highly sophisticated multi-national operations. Cyber criminals use a variety of tactics and techniques as a part of multi-phased campaigns to obtain sensitive information that can be monetized. Some fraudulent schemes generate millions in criminal revenue annually. Criminal groups re-invest some of the proceeds of cybercrime to develop new technologies and systems to perpetuate the quality and complexity of cybercrime.

(U) Hacktivists: Hacktivists are politically or ideologically motivated cyber actors who can be independent or loosely organized. They can attack public and private sector networks to make a political point or effect change. They commonly conduct website defacements, redirects, denial-of-service attacks, information theft, virtual sabotage, and website parodies. They may or may not be tied to larger operational objectives.
(U) Terrorists and Ideological Organizations: Terrorists utilize cyberspace to conduct a full range of strategic and operational activities. Faced with increasing kinetic responses to overt activity, terrorists exploit the anonymity provided by cyberspace to conduct recruitment, encrypted terrorism planning, information operations, and financial management. Some organizations have ventured into cyberspace as a warfighting domain, employing assets in an offensive capability to support current operations.

(U) Insiders: Insider access can be a major enabler to cyber threat activity. Insiders have the potential to cause grave damage due to their access and knowledge of the system. They may be currently or previously employed by the agency or business that they are compromising. Often, the most significant vulnerability is an entity’s failure to eliminate former employees’ access to critical systems. Their intimate knowledge of programming, system, and access vulnerabilities allows disgruntled or malicious employees to cause lasting harm. The vulnerability is compounded by legacy or aging systems with little disaster recovery capability.

(U) **Cyber Threats to the Electric Grid**

(U) Critical infrastructure networks and connecting interoperable systems represent cyber targets of potentially high consequence for Texas, and we are concerned about the potential impact of a successful cyberattack on essential systems.

(U) On December 23, 2015 a regional electricity distribution company in the Ukraine reported widespread service outages to customers resulting from a third party’s illegal entry into the company’s computer systems. While this event occurred in the Ukraine, it demonstrated that cyber threats to the electric grid are not hypothetical. The Ukraine attack was sophisticated and involved spear phishing and credential theft used to gain access to controlling computer systems, and data exfiltration to plan the attack.

(U) The real-time flow of electricity on each grid is managed by control centers and energy control systems, which are uniquely designed and operated using Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems to control real-time physical processes that deliver continuous and reliable power throughout the grid. In the Ukraine event, attackers gained access to collect system credentials and information to gain access the control system network. But, once inside, they demonstrated their ability to operate system components, confusing repair efforts and extending the outage time.

(U) Electric power in Texas is provided over several separate grids. The Electric Reliability Council of Texas grid provides electric power to approximately 24 million customers representing about 90 percent of the state's electric load. The Texas Panhandle and parts of East Texas are within the Eastern Interconnect, and far West Texas is within the Western Interconnect. The consequences of a similar cyber-attack against any of these three grids would depend on many variables associated with the attack, as well as the level of resiliency built into the system and proactive protection measures. This Ukraine type of attack could potentially result in the disruption of electric power for localized areas or potentially wider areas of Texas. Any significant electric outage, left unrepaired over time, would potentially impact the state’s economy, public health, and public safety.

(U) Cyberattacks may come from any number of sources and target many potential vulnerabilities. Perpetrators might include nation-state actors, non-state actors, insiders, criminal enterprises, or individual hackers.
Appendix 1: Texas Critical Infrastructure Sectors

"Critical infrastructure" includes all public or private assets, systems, and functions vital to the security, governance, public health and safety, economy, or morale of the state or the nation. Within Texas, major industries and facilities have been designated as critical to the national economy. For Texas and its economy, major disruptions in any one of these sectors can have serious cascading impacts on large numbers of people. Their protection, therefore, is a vital priority for the state.

Agriculture and Food

The Agriculture and Food Sector consists of enterprises that grow crops, raise animals, harvest timber, fish and other animals from a farm, ranch, or their natural habitats. Food establishments transform livestock and agricultural products into products for intermediate or final consumption. The industry groups are distinguished by the raw materials (generally of animal or vegetable origin) processed into food and beverage products. The food and beverage products manufactured in these establishments are typically sold to wholesalers or retailers for distribution to consumers.

Agriculture employs one of every seven Texans and contributes more than $100 billion to the state economy, including $6 billion in exports to foreign countries. According to the Texas Department of Agriculture, there are 247,500 farms in the state, totaling 130.4 million acres. Texas ranks first nationally in the amount of farmland and the production of cattle, sheep, goats, and cotton.

Chemical Sector

The Chemical Sector is comprised of facilities that transform natural raw materials obtained from the earth, sea and air into products that are used every day, to include the transportation of these chemicals to intermediate or end users.

In Texas, the Chemical Sector employs over 74,000 individuals and generates over 510,000 jobs indirectly through chemical manufacturing. These jobs total over $25.7 billion in earnings every year. Texas is home to the largest petrochemical cluster in the world. Houston alone accounts for over 42 percent of the nation’s base petrochemical capacity.

Commercial Facilities

The Commercial Facilities Sector consists of commercial businesses and community facilities. Most are privately owned, but some are publicly owned and operated. This includes media and entertainment facilities, gambling facilities (casinos), lodging, outdoor event facilities, assembly locations, real estate facilities, and retail facilities.

As of August 2012, the leisure and hospitality industry (which includes the arts, entertainment, recreation, hotels and other accommodations) employed 1.1 million individuals in the State of Texas, representing over 10 percent of jobs.

Communications Sector

The Texas Communications Sector consists of establishments that operate, maintain, and provide access to facilities that transmit voice, data, text, sound and video. These facilities may be based on...
multiple technologies, including wired communications, wireless communications, satellite communication, the Internet, information services, next-generation networks and others.

**Dams Sector**

(U) The Dams Sector encompasses dam projects, flood damage reduction systems, hurricane and storm surge protection systems, mine tailings, industrial waste impoundments, and other water retention and water control facilities.

(U) There are 7,310 dams in Texas, 50 percent of which are less than 25 feet in height and 94 percent of which are 50 feet or less in height.\(^{256}\) Most of these dams are earthen structures built before 1980. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers reports that 1,856 (25 percent of the dams in Texas) are considered to have either “significant” or “high” hazard potential.\(^{257}\) Although the state relied heavily on power from dams in the 1930’s, other forms of power generation such as coal and natural gas, have transcended hydroelectric power as energy sources. Hydroelectric power accounts for less than one percent of the electricity generated in Texas.\(^{258}\)

(U) A more important role of state dams is to control flooding and prevent property damage. Dam breaks can cause extensive damage downstream, and a major concern regarding their safety is their age. The National Inventory of Dams notes that most of the dams in Texas were built many decades ago: 271 dams were built before 1900, another 852 predate 1950, 1,089 were built in the 1950s, and 2,740 dams were built in the 1960s.\(^{259}\)

(U) A number of Texas dams, experienced increased risk during 2015 and 2016 from heavy rainfall and flooding across the state. In the last part of May 2015, approximately a dozen homes were threatened when the dam on Pandera Lake near Midlothian when water passed over the top of the earthen dam.\(^{260}\) On May 25, 2016, a century old dam in Bastrop State Park was overtopped and failed.\(^{261}\) During the May 2015 flooding event, the Lewisville Dam north of Dallas, experienced a 160-foot-long slide causing concern of the dam’s overall safety.\(^{262}\) Heavy rainfall over the Houston area in April 2016 led to widespread flooding, stressing the Addicks and Barker dams and increasing concern about their ability to protect Houston from additional flooding.\(^{263}\) This in turn, threatened the heavily populated residential areas downstream in the Houston area.

**Defense Industrial Base**

(U) The Defense Industrial Sector consists of the Department of Defense, government, and private sector industrial complex that perform research and development, and also design, produce, and maintain military weapons systems and parts.
(U) Fort Hood is the largest single-site employer in Texas, with more than 52,000 assigned personnel and 9,600 civilian employees. One of every 10 active duty soldiers in the US Army is assigned to Fort Hood, and the 335-square mile base is ranked first among the army’s 97 installations in terms of future capability. The base directly contributes more than $3 billion to the Texas economy each year; in 2005, the Texas Comptroller estimated that the overall benefit of Fort Hood to the Texas economy exceeded $6 billion.

(U) From 2000 to 2007, 11,658 Texas companies contracted with the Department of Defense for a total of $197.1 billion, with $39.5 billion in 2007 alone. In 2007, Texas was second only to Virginia in the ranking of states by total defense-contract values. Defense spending has increased dramatically in Texas over the last decade, and has provided Texas with high-wage jobs with averages of $50,000 a year, as well as additional work for thousands of smaller companies such as subcontractors and suppliers.

Emergency Services

(U) The Emergency Services Sector consists of assets involved in emergency response designed to save lives, protect property and the environment, assist in the management of disasters (both natural and manmade) and aid in recovery. According to the DHS, this sector includes law enforcement, fire, emergency medical services, emergency management, and public works entities.

(U) Texas has a robust network of emergency services that encompasses 1,875 fire departments and 1,913 law enforcement agencies. Statewide, emergency management entities include 24 disaster districts and a state level Emergency Management Council encompassing 33 state agencies and voluntary organizations.

(U) Texas is divided into 22 trauma service areas (TSAs), with a regional advisory council (RAC) in each region that develops and implements a regional trauma system plan. Two RACs have been approved as regional trauma systems, and there are 290 designated trauma facilities – including 17 Level I (Comprehensive) Trauma Centers. Overall, Texas has 649 hospitals with 84,000 licensed beds.

Energy

(U) The Texas Energy Sector consists of assets that relate to producing or supplying energy. It includes assets and facilities that produce or supply electricity, petroleum, natural gas, ethanol, biodiesel, hydrogen, coal, and renewable energies.

(U) Texas is the leading crude oil producer in the United States; the state’s 29 petroleum refineries process over 5.4 million barrels of crude oil per day, which accounts for more than one-fourth of all domestic refining capability. Likewise, more than one-fourth of all US natural gas production occurs in Texas, making it the nation’s leading natural gas producer. Texas has 263,729 intrastate and
interstate regulated miles of oil and gas industry pipelines, according to the Texas Railroad Commission.\textsuperscript{269}

(U) Texas leads the nation in renewable energy potential, with large amounts of wind and solar generation capacity. Texas now has the most wind generation capacity in the country, accounting for one fifth of the national total. With its large population, extensive industrial sector, and hot climate, Texas consumes more electricity than any other state.

Financial Services

(U) The Financial Services Sector consists of establishments primarily engaged in financial transactions (transactions involving the creation, liquidation, or change in ownership of financial assets) and/or in facilitating financial transactions. In Texas, it is comprised of two primary sub-sectors: banking and insurance. It includes establishments for banking and credit, securities and commodities, insurance, and other financial establishments.

(U) As of March 2016, the Texas Department of Banking regulated 1,094 entities, including 250 state-chartered banks and 194 national banks. The state-chartered and national banks safeguard a combined $302 billion in deposits and $363 billion in assets. In 2015, Texas licensed 1,815 insurance companies, regulated by the Texas Department of Insurance. During 2014, Texas consumers paid $139.2 billion in premiums, while insurers paid Texas policyholders $97.9 billion in claims.\textsuperscript{270 271}

Government Facilities

(U) The Government Facilities sector consists of buildings and structures associated with and owned, leased, or otherwise acquired by federal, state, local, tribal and territorial government agencies. These buildings and structures provide personnel, service, research, storage and preservation, sensor and monitoring, space system, military and education oriented facilities.

(U) The Texas Facilities Commission manages and provides planning for over 28 million square feet of property and facilities in more than 283 cities across Texas.\textsuperscript{272} TFC supports the needs of over 62,600 state employees.\textsuperscript{273} Texas has 8,656 public andchartered schools serving 5.2 million children.\textsuperscript{274} Including branches and bookmobiles, the state’s 875 libraries serve a population of 22.6 million people. The Texas Department of Criminal Justice maintains facilities for the incarceration of approximately 150,000 offenders.\textsuperscript{275}

Information Technology

(U) The Information Technology (IT) sector consists of physical assets and virtual systems and networks that enable key capabilities and services in both the public and private sectors. Functions are sets of processes that produce, provide, and maintain products and services. These functions encompass the full set of processes involved in creating IT products and services, including research and development, manufacturing, distribution, upgrades, and maintenance. They also support the sector’s ability to produce and provide high-assurance products, services, and practices that are resilient to threats and can be rapidly recovered. Critical IT Sector facilities, operations, and services provide for the design, development, distribution, and support of IT products (hardware and software). The IT Sector also provides operational support services that are essential or critical to maintain or reconstitute IT Sector critical functions.
The Texas Department of Information Resources (DIR) is responsible for the statewide leadership and oversight for the management of government information and communications technology.

The official eGovernment Internet portal for Texas, “Texas.gov,” provides more than 1,000 online services such as driver license and vehicle registration renewals, capital access, and licensing for concealed handguns. From its inception in 2000 through 2015, Texas.gov has had over 240 million site visits, processed nearly 245 million financial transactions, collected over $33 billion on behalf of Texas public entities, and contributed over $223 million to the Texas State Treasury.

Manufacturing

The Manufacturing Sector consists of establishments engaged in the mechanical, physical or chemical transformation of materials, substances, or components into new products. These establishments include factories, mills, and plants. Manufacturing includes: food, beverage, tobacco, textiles, wood products, paper, petroleum/coal, chemical, plastics/rubber, non-metal minerals, metals, computer/electronics, machinery, transportation, furniture, mining and oil/gas extraction. The assembling of component parts of manufacture products is considered manufacturing, except in cases where the activity is appropriately categorized in construction.

Establishments in this sector are often described as plants, factories or mills, and characteristically use power-driven machines and material-handling equipment. However, establishments that transform materials or substances into new products by hand or in the worker’s home and those engaged in selling to the general public products made on the same premises from which they are sold, such as bakeries, candy stores, and custom tailors, may also be included in this sector. Manufacturing establishments often perform one or more activities that are categorized outside this sector.

Texas accounts for over $251 billion worth of exported manufactured goods during 2015, ranking as the number one exporter in the nation. Texas ranks second in the manufacture of computers and electronic equipment, and second in chemicals (but leading in the production of benzene, ethylene, fertilizers, propylene, and sulfuric acid). Seven percent of the nation’s food-processing workers are located in Texas, making it the second largest contributing state, with beverages as majority products. Beer, soft drinks, baked goods, preserved fruits and vegetables, and meat are all important processed products for Texas. Texas leads the states in the total value of its mined products, producing large quantities of oil and natural gas. Additionally, Texas ranks seventh amongst the states in non-fuel mineral production value for items such as cement, crushed stone, lime, salt, sand and gravel.

Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste

In Texas, the Nuclear Reactors, Materials and Waste sector principally consists of (1) commercial nuclear reactor for generating electric power and non-power nuclear reactors used for research, testing, and training; (2) nuclear materials in medical, industrial, and academic settings and facilities that fabricate nuclear fuel; and (3) the transportation, storage, and disposal of nuclear materials and radioactive waste.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s Region IV Office in Arlington is responsible for carrying out the agency’s duties in Texas. Texas is an agreement state in which the state has assumed authority to license and regulate byproduct materials, source materials, and certain quantities of special nuclear materials. The State has two nuclear plants with two reactors each (Comanche Peak operated by Luminant in Glen Rose and the South Texas Project in Palacios). In addition to these two reactors, there are two research and test reactors located on the campus of Texas A&M University and the University of Texas at Austin. The annual nuclear energy production for Texas is 5.1GW.

Uranium deposits in Texas are found in relatively narrow bands that parallel the coastline. There are seven uranium in-situ-leach plants in Texas with a combined production capacity of 7.3 million pounds each year. At the end of 2015 two of these plants were operating, three in restoration status, one was in standby status, and one was permitted and licensed. In 2009, a new low-level nuclear waste storage facility was licensed for operation by Waste Control Specialists to accept low-level nuclear waste from other states.

Public Health and Healthcare

The Public Health and Healthcare sector consists of assets associated with the provision of health-related services to individuals (generally referred to as “healthcare”). It also includes assets associated with the provision of health-related services to populations, such as the general community, workplaces, academic institutions, and the military (generally referred to as “public health”), and the provision of health-related supporting services. It includes both public and private facilities.

Health and human services in Texas are provided by several agencies: the Health and Human Services Commission, the Department of Family and Protective Services, the Department of Aging and Disability Services, and the Department of State Health Services. These agencies spend more than $30 billion a year, with the administration of over 200 programs and the employment of approximately 56,500 state workers in over 1,300 locations around the state.

Transportation Systems

Texas’ Transportation Sector consists of a multitude of networks of transportation systems. A 2015 state data report by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics indicated that Texans drive an average of 645 million miles every day. As of 2015, the economic impact of transportation on employment was an average of 390,221 jobs. Transportation infrastructure statistics include: 313,228 miles of public roads, 3,415 miles of interstates, 52,898 bridges, 10,469 miles of freight railroad track, 830 miles of inland waterways, and 382 public-use airports. Seven of the top 50 water ports (by total tonnage) in the United States are in Texas.

Since 1990, Texas’ population increased by 55 percent and road use grew by 110 percent, but the state’s road capacity grew by just 7 percent. The Texas Department of Transportation estimates that the state’s population will increase to 45 million by 2040. Continued population increases are expected to present challenges for the transportation system in Texas, forcing the state to increase capacity, repair deteriorating infrastructure facilities, decrease or at least control traffic congestion, and address safety issues – while also meeting state and federal air pollution standards.
Water and Wastewater

(U) The Water and Wastewater sector is concerned with various aspects of water, such as the supply, transmission, storage of raw water, physical and chemical treatment facilities, treated water storage, distribution centers, monitor and distribution control centers, wastewater facilities, and regulatory organization for the system.

(U) Texas has three state agencies with jurisdiction over water issues:

- The Texas Water Development Board is responsible for planning and funding projects that enhance water availability;
- The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality is responsible for protecting the state’s water quality and allocating the use of surface water;
- The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department ensures that the state’s wildlife, including the vital fish, shrimp, and oyster industries, have sustainable supplies of fresh water.

(U) Groundwater, which represents half of water use in Texas, is not managed by any state agency.

(U) Texas has 191,000 miles of rivers and streams that provide about 40 percent of the total water used in the state (15.5 million acre-feet in 2004); and 23 surface water basins, 15 of which are major river basins and 8 of which are coastal river basins. There are 196 lakes in Texas, but only one of them is not man-made: Caddo Lake in East Texas. Water used for human consumption in municipalities is piped to water treatment plants that filter and chemically treat the water to bring it to drinking water standards, and then pumped through water delivery pipes to the end users. Treatment and distribution is an energy-intensive process – up to 80 percent of treatment costs are due to electricity consumption.

(U) Treated drinking water is distributed by various entities including municipal water services, in most urban areas: municipal utility districts (MUDs), authorized by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) at the request of property owners and by private water supply companies. In Texas, TECQ enforces the federal laws that set quality standards for such water systems, including the Clean Water Act and the Safe Drinking Water Act.
Appendix 2: Contributing Agencies

Countless agencies contributed to the production of this assessment and work together on an ongoing and regular basis. This collaboration underscores the commitment among agencies to share information in order to enhance public safety. Some of these agencies are listed below, as are agencies that participate in Operation Border Star and contributors to the TxGang database.

Agencies participating in Operation Border Star are listed below:

**El Paso JOIC Sector**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBP – OFO</td>
<td>El Paso CO SO</td>
<td>El Paso County Juvenile Probation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>Dona Ana CO SO (NM)</td>
<td>El Paso Fire Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West TX HIDTA</td>
<td>Grant CO SO (NM)</td>
<td>Texas Tech University PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPIC</td>
<td>Hidalgo CO SO (NM)</td>
<td>Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMF</td>
<td>Luna CO SO (NM)</td>
<td>Texas Attorney General, El Paso BNSF Railroad PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPS</td>
<td>Otero CO SO (NM)</td>
<td>Union Pacific Railroad PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPWD</td>
<td></td>
<td>Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATF</td>
<td>Anthony PD</td>
<td>El Paso County Constables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>El Paso PD</td>
<td>National Drug Intelligence Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSA</td>
<td>Horizon City PD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USMS</td>
<td>Socorro City PD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Diplomatic Security Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran Administration PD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Army, Ft. Bliss CID</td>
<td>El Paso ISD PD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Army, Ft. Bliss 902 MI</td>
<td>University of Texas El Paso PD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>El Paso Community College PD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Marfa JOIC Sector**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USBP</td>
<td>Brewster CO SO</td>
<td>Reeves CO SO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBP - OFO</td>
<td>Culberson CO SO</td>
<td>Terrell CO SO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE /HSI</td>
<td>Hudspeth CO SO</td>
<td>Alpine PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>Jeff Davis CO SO</td>
<td>Fort Stockton PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPWD</td>
<td>Pecos CO SO</td>
<td>Pecos PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPS</td>
<td>Presidio CO SO</td>
<td>Presidio PD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Del Rio JOIC Sector**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBP-OFO</td>
<td>TPWD</td>
<td>Val Verde CO SO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEA</td>
<td>USBP</td>
<td>Zavala CO SO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPS</td>
<td>USCG</td>
<td>38th Judicial Dist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>USMS</td>
<td>Dimmit CO Constable PCT 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSI-ICE</td>
<td>Crystal City PD</td>
<td>Dimmit CO Constable PCT 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBWC</td>
<td>Del Rio PD</td>
<td>Edwards CO SO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>Dimmit CO SO</td>
<td>Kinney CO SO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South TX HIDTA</td>
<td>Maverick CO SO</td>
<td>Real CO SO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Military Forces</td>
<td>Uvalde CO SO</td>
<td>Uvalde PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zavala Co Constable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Laredo JOIC Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USBP</td>
<td>TPWD</td>
<td>Zapata CO SO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBP – OFO</td>
<td>TMFD</td>
<td>Freer PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEA</td>
<td>DPS</td>
<td>Dilley PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Duval CO SO</td>
<td>Laredo PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>Frio CO SO</td>
<td>Pearsall PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USMS</td>
<td>Jim Hogg CO SO</td>
<td>San Diego PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Protective Services</td>
<td>La Salle CO SO</td>
<td>LISD PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army Intel</td>
<td>Webb CO SO</td>
<td>UISD PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Pacific Railroad PD</td>
<td>Constable Pct. 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAMIU PD</td>
<td>Constable Pct. 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rio Grande Valley JOIC Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBP – USBP</td>
<td>Hidalgo CO Pct 2</td>
<td>Lyford PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBP – OFO</td>
<td>Hidalgo CO Pct 3</td>
<td>Los Fresnos PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATF</td>
<td>Hidalgo CO Pct 4</td>
<td>Mercedes PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE / HSI</td>
<td>Willacy CO SO</td>
<td>Mission PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBWC</td>
<td>Willacy CO DA’s Office</td>
<td>Palmhurst PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICB</td>
<td>Alamo PD</td>
<td>Palmview PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USCG</td>
<td>Brownsville PD</td>
<td>Penitas PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Fish &amp; Wildlife</td>
<td>Donna PD</td>
<td>Pharr PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brownsville HIDTA</td>
<td>Edcouch PD</td>
<td>Rancho Viejo PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPS</td>
<td>Elsa PD</td>
<td>Raymondville PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPWD</td>
<td>Edinburg PD</td>
<td>Rio Grande City PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDCJ</td>
<td>Falfurrias PD</td>
<td>Roma PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks CO SO</td>
<td>Harlingen PD</td>
<td>San Benito PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron CO SO</td>
<td>Hidalgo PD</td>
<td>San Juan PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidalgo CO SO</td>
<td>Laguna Vista PD</td>
<td>Sullivan City PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenedy CO SO</td>
<td>La Feria PD</td>
<td>UTPA PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starr CO SO</td>
<td>La Grulla PD</td>
<td>UTB PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starr CO DA’s Office</td>
<td>La Joya PD</td>
<td>Weslaco PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidalgo CO Pct 1</td>
<td>La Villa PD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Coastal Bend JOIC Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USBP</td>
<td>Calhoun CO SO</td>
<td>Victoria CO SO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE / HSI</td>
<td>Dewitt CO SO</td>
<td>Wharton CO SO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Goliad CO SO</td>
<td>Alice PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATF</td>
<td>Gonzales CO SO</td>
<td>Bay City PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USCG</td>
<td>Guadalupe CO SO</td>
<td>Beeville PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Fish and Wildlife</td>
<td>Jackson CO SO</td>
<td>Corpus Christi PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Parks Service-PINS</td>
<td>Jim Wells CO SO</td>
<td>Corpus Christi PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Postal Inspector</td>
<td>Karnes CO SO</td>
<td>Cuero PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Pacific Railroad PD</td>
<td>Kleberg CO SO</td>
<td>Driscoll PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPWD</td>
<td>Lavaca CO SO</td>
<td>El Campo PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXDOT</td>
<td>Matagorda CO SO</td>
<td>George West PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston HIDTA</td>
<td>Live Oak CO SO</td>
<td>Hallettsville PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio HIDTA</td>
<td>Matagorda CO SO</td>
<td>Kingsville PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMF</td>
<td>McMullen CO SO</td>
<td>Kingsville Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPS</td>
<td>Nueces CO SO</td>
<td>Orange Grove PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX Attorney General’s Office</td>
<td>Nueces Constable Pct. 3</td>
<td>Premont PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aransas CO SO</td>
<td>Refugio CO SO</td>
<td>Point Comfort PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bee CO SO</td>
<td>San Patricio CO SO</td>
<td>Port Lavaca PD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DPS recognizes the following agencies for their contribution to the Texas Gang Investigative Database (TxGang), as of 2015:

Abilene Police Department
Addison Police Department
Alice Police Department
Alief Independent School District Police Department
Allen Police Department
Alvin Independent School District Police Department
Aransas Pass Police Department
Arlington Police Department
Austin Pardon and Parole Board
Austin Police Department
Bastrop County Sheriff’s Office
Baytown Police Department
Beeville Police Department
Bexar County Community Supervision and Corrections
Bexar County Sheriff’s Office
Big Spring Police Department
Brazoria County Sheriff’s Office
Brazos County Juvenile Probation Department
Brenham Police Department
Bryan Police Department
Carrollton Police Department
Center Police Department
Cleveland Independent School District Police Department
College Station Police Department
Comal County Sheriff’s Office
Conroe Independent School District Police Department
Conroe Police Department
Cooke County Sheriff’s Office
Corinth Police Department
Corpus Christi Police Department
Cypress Fairbanks Independent School District Police Department
Dallas Area Rapid Transit Police Department
Dallas District Attorney’s Office
Dallas Police Department
Denton County Sheriff’s Office
Denton Police Department
Dumas Police Department
Edgewood Independent School District Police Department
Edinburg Police Department
El Paso Police Department
Ellis County Sheriff’s Office
Erath County Sheriff’s Office
Euless Police Department
Farmers Branch Police Department
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Forney Police Department
Fort Bend County Sheriff’s Office
Fort Worth District Attorney’s Office
Fort Worth Police Department
Frisco Police Department
Gainesville Police Department
Galveston County Sheriff’s Office
Galveston Police Department
Garland Police Department
Georgetown Police Department
Gladewater Police Department
Goose Creek Consolidated Independent School District Police Department
Gregg County Sheriff’s Office
Guadalupe County Sheriff’s Office
Haltom City Police Department
Hamilton Police Department
Hansford County Sheriff’s Office
Harker Heights Police Department
Harlingen Police Department
Harris County Constables Office - Precinct 1
Harris County Sheriff’s Office
Hays County Gang Task Force
Hays County Sheriff’s Office
Hidalgo County Sheriff’s Office
Honda Police Department
Houston County Sheriff’s Office
Houston District Attorney’s Office
Houston Fire Department Arson Bureau
Houston Independent School District Police Department
Houston Metropolitan Transit Authority Police Department
Houston Police Department
Humble Independent School District Police Department
Irving Police Department
Katy Independent School District Police Department
Katy Police Department
Kaufman Police Department
Kenedy Police Department
Kerr County Sheriff’s Office
Killeen Police Department
Kleberg County Sheriff’s Office
Klein Independent School District Police Department
La Marque Police Department
La Porte Police Department
La Salle County Sheriff’s Office
Lacy Lakeview Police Department
Lake Dallas Police Department
Lancaster Police Department
Laredo Police Department
Lewisville Police Department
Liberty County Sheriff’s Office
Liberty County Community Supervision and Corrections Department
Liberty District Attorney’s Office
Livingston Police Department
Longview Police Department
Lorena Police Department
Lubbock County Constable’s Office – Precinct 2
Lubbock County Sheriff’s Office
Lubbock Police Department
Lufkin Police Department
Mansfield Police Department
Marble Falls Police Department
McKinney Police Department
McLennan Community College Police Department
McLennan County Community Supervision and Corrections Department
McLennan County Juvenile Probation Office
McLennan County Sheriff’s Office
Mesquite Police Department
Midland Police Department
Missouri City Police Department
Montgomery County Constable’s Office – Precinct 3
Montgomery County Constable’s Office – Precinct 5
Montgomery County Juvenile Probation Department
Montgomery County Sheriff’s Office
Nacogdoches County Sheriff’s Office
Nacogdoches Police Department
New Braunfels District Attorney’s Office
New Braunfels Police Department
New Caney Independent School District Police Department
Nueces County Sheriff’s Office
Oak Ridge North Police Department
Odessa Police Department
Onalaska Police Department
Parker County Sheriff’s Office
Pasadena Police Department
Pearland Police Department
Pflugerville Independent School District Police Department
Pflugerville Police Department
Pharr Police Department
Plano Police Department
Port Aransas Police Department
Port Arthur Police Department
Primera Police Department
Quinlan Police Department
Randall County Sheriff’s Office
Refugio County Sheriff’s Office
Richardson Police Department
Rockwall County District Attorney’s Office
Rockwall County Sheriff’s Office
Rosenberg Police Department
Round Rock Police Department
Sachse Police Department
Saginaw Police Department
San Angelo Police Department
San Antonio District Attorney’s Office
San Antonio Police Department
San Juan Police Department
San Marcos Police Department
Santa Fe Police Department
Seagoville Police Department
Seguin Police Department
Shelby County Sheriff’s Office
Sherman Police Department
Smith County Sheriff’s Office
Socorro Independent School District Police Department
Spring Branch Independent School District Police Department
Spring Independent School District Police Department
Sugar Land Police Department
Temple Police Department
Texas City Police Department
Tom Green County Sheriff’s Office
Tomball Police Department
Travis County Sheriff’s Office
Tyler Police Department
US Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives
US Customs and Border Protection
US Immigration and Customs Enforcement
US Marshals Service
University Of Texas - Houston Police Department
Uvalde Police Department
Val Verde County Sheriff’s Office
Victoria County Juvenile Probation Department
Victoria County Sheriff’s Office
Victoria Police Department
Vidor Police Department
Waco District Attorney’s Office
Waco Police Department
Webster Police Department
Wichita Falls Police Department
Williamson County Attorney’s Office
Williamson County Sheriff’s Office
Williamson County Juvenile Services
Wood County Sheriff’s Office
Yoakum Police Department
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